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Abstract
Recently, manycore and multicore based massively parallel processing architectures, led by GPUs and multicore CPUs, have become the powerful and costeffective hardware trend in the high performance computing landscape. To incorporate this processing power, various highly efficient parallel algorithms to
exploit multilevel parallelism are being designed and developed. Among them,
a novel combined space-time parallel approach that uses the parareal algorithm
for time parallelization, demonstrates the possible multiplied speedup on top of
that achieved with spatial parallelization. This approach is implemented in the
EXN/Aero parallel Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solution, developed by
Envenio inc. and UNB CFD lab. Notably, the parareal performance with respect
to the speedup and convergence when applied into the combined approach, is further complicated with the effects from the parallel spatial solver which hinders
effective analysis.
As a complementary tool to traditional experimental performance analysis with
respect to speedup and convergence, in this thesis we propose a visual analysis
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platform, called EXN/Vizer, to help better understand and gain valuable insights into the parareal performance in search for potential optimization strategies. EXN/Vizer is designed as a modular and comprehensive GUI application
platform based on the NetBeans Platform technology. Within EXN/Vizer, two
layered major visualization modules are implemented using JavaFX toolkit along
with several external utility library modules. The bottom layer visualization module is the EXNMonitor Trackboard for dynamically monitoring CFD solver control
data including the CFD convergence data and field monitoring point data, which
is provided by the CFD application as result datasets. The top layer module is the
EXNParareal Dashboard as the general visualization framework for parareal solution process and performance analysis with the parareal profiling datasets. The
live tests with EXN/Aero CFD simulations have shown that EXN/Vizer is highly
efficient while performing interactive visualization tasks upon heavy dataset load
of several thousands of data points, with the runtime heap memory consumption
around 100MB at most and 60MB on average. In addition, the simulation solver
control trackboard module is constructed for visualizing any SQLite database
structured datasets and is also generalizable for other types of database structured datasets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
High performance computing (HPC) has long been the competitive and valuable
technology leading to huge amounts of innovations in fields of numerical simulation and computational science. The new trend in HPC industries shows that
the number of cores integrated on a single chip is increasing sharply while the
single-core clock speed is stagnant [16]. This can be seen from the rapid development of manycore and multicore processing architectures such as NVIDIA GPUs
(Graphics Processing Units) [17], Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors [18] and multicore
CPUs. These manycore processors have lowered the barrier to supercomputing
even more, offering several teraflops of computing power in a single attached coprocessor.

Also from software, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP programming standards have started to dominate distributed and shared memory high
1

performance parallel computing over this period and the strong popularity of
NVIDIA GPUs has led to the wide adoption of NVIDIA Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) parallel computing architecture. Thus, future speedup of
HPC-based applications is mostly concerned with seeking new ways to exploit the
massive parallelism instead of faster cores.

Recent research has focused on new ways to expose more parallelism in timedependent field solutions such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In CFD
partial differential equations (PDEs) in the form of the Navier-Stokes equations[19]
are used to solve for the time evolving fluid velocities and pressures in complex
domains. CFD simulations are usually among the most time demanding highperformance computing based applications. Common applications of CFD can
be such as weather prediction, ocean flow prediction, and tidal energy product
prototyping etc.

One approach to gain more parallelism in a CFD simulation is the combined use of
spatial and temporal domain decomposition to achieve additional solution speedup by adding the time concurrency layer on top of spatial parallelization. Using
the combined resources of CPUs and GPUs, the CFD problem is decomposed
spatially (i.e. the x,y,z extent of the problem is spread over the compute resources)
and temporally (total time extent of the simulation is broken up and spread
over compute resources). The spatial components are continuously synchronized
via communication at each time-step and the time components connected by a
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predictor corrector scheme are also synchronized while only at the end of the time
interval sub-dividing the total simulation time.

The time parallelization incorporated in the combined approach is achieved using
the widely investigated parareal algorithm proposed in 2001 by Lions, Maday and
Turinici [20]. Diverse applications of parareal have been developed in fields as
computational fluid dynamics [21, 22], plasma physics [23, 24], etc. Improvements
concerning implementation optimizations are studies on the pipelining strategy for
OpenMP and MPI frameworks [25] and for efficient task scheduling strategy for
distributed and manager-worker schemes [26].

The basic idea is that parareal divides a simulation time interval into a number of
sub-intervals chosen according to available computing resources. A fast sequential
simulation provides a starting point for parallel simulation over each subinterval.
The parallel solutions are used to correct another fast sequential simulation. This
iterative process continues until convergence is achieved. The selection of the
parameters for the fast simulation (the “predictor”) are crucial in order to obtain
good speedup. This is typically done by increasing the simulation time step size.
If the predictor is made too simple in order to make it fast, many iterations will be
required to ensure the convergence and then the speedup will decrease. Discussion
of the parareal implementation workflow with various optimization strategies is
presented in chapter 3.
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Performance of parareal is usually studied with respect to speedup and convergence which can be further complicated in the combined space-time parallel approach applied in real world CFD simulation. In this case, speedup from parareal
is associated with multiple intertwined factors including [26, 27]
• overlap efficiency of parallel propagators executed in parareal iterations,
• spatial decomposition load balance in parareal time intervals,
• weak scaling from spatio-temporal decomposition,
• overhead from data communication based on the predictor-corrector scheme.
The first three can be described in a parareal speedup model while the data
communication overhead factor is not incorporated since it is usually expected to
be negligible compared to the compute time during the parareal implementation
process. Nevertheless, it still exists and can play a major role on the speedup
from parareal in some situations (see the noticeable speedup drop-off caused by
overhead from data communication in [27]). Also the traditional statistics graph
plotting the speedup against increasing numbers of processors can only present
the performance result itself while affective issues are not indicated directly and
often subject to additional analysis later on.

The characterization of parareal, on the other hand, is also crucial for parareal
performance since there is no point in going beyond the point where physically
meaningful metrics have converged. For every individual time interval, parareal
CFD solvers must be converged of each time step. The characterization process
of convergence is often during the runtime as the CFD simulation solution pro4

ceeds and therefore better to be monitored on-the-fly for determining realtime
convergence status. One of the parameters affecting parareal convergence is the
time step size of the fast CFD simulation solver. A number of other factors can
be discretization methods for terms in the governing equations, and completing
of the flow physics [27].

Visualization, also referred to as data visualization, can perfectly fill this gap
as a complimentary tool, by providing effective visual representations and fluent
interactions to allow intuitive and fast comprehension and investigations of target
domain problems. In order to design a comprehensive visual analysis system
instead of several separate data graphics, we propose a consistent visualization
design and develop a framework (see chapter 2) from the perspective of software
engineering based on previous research in the synthesis of visualization. Generally,
within this framework, visualization design essentials consist of dataset models,
visualization techniques and interaction techniques which are matched to the MVC
software development pattern.

In this thesis, we propose a visual analysis system, called EXN/Vizer platform,
to perform to visualization and analysis tasks. EXN/Vizer is designed and implemented as a domain-specific visual analysis platform that is different from a
general visual analysis system like Tableau [28]. Our domain problem here is the
parareal performance of the parallel Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation solution called EXN/Aero which is developed by Envenio inc. and the
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UNB CFD lab and is executed with the parareal combined space-time decomposition approach. Two major types of datasets for visualization are provided
by the EXN/Aero solution: one is the parareal profiling datasets in the format
of text files and the other is the CFD solution analysis datasets recording the
convergence and flow field monitoring points data stored as self-contained SQLite
database files. In addition, the algorithmic pattern of parareal itself is also visualized to expose the information flow within the solution process in search of
potential improvements and optimizations. Thus, in summary, the objectives of
this thesis are:
• 1) design a general visualization framework independent from visualization
development technologies to help understand and study the parareal method
with respect to its numerical performance including speedup and convergence as well as its algorithmic/workflow pattern.
• 2) design and develop a domain-specific visualization software platform,
called EXN/Vizer Platform, based on comprehensive GUI application framework NetBeans Platform [29], for incorporating flexible functional GUI modules including the EXNParareal Dashboard module that implements the
parareal visualization framework using JavaFX visualization toolkit [7], and
also any other functional modules.
• 3) design and implement a live monitoring tool, EXNMonitor Trackboard,
for tracking solution analysis data consist of flow field monitoring point data
and convergence data. Then embed this module into EXN/Vizer Platform.

6

In the following chapters, we will firstly overview the literature of visualization design and development and the related work in parallel performance and visualization in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we will investigate the target visualization domain
problem which is the algorithmic pattern and performance of parareal combined
space-time Computational Fluid Dynamics applications. Then, in Chapter 4, we
will present the methodology for the design and implementation of our performance visualization tool in detail. In Chapter 5, we will test and demonstrate the
effectiveness of our performance visualization tool against three real world prareal
simulation cases. Finally, we will summarize the contributions of the thesis work
and present perspectives of future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Visualization has a long history from early hand-drawn symbols and maps, to
modern computer-aided statistical charts and data graphics. Milestones in the visualization history are presented by M. Friendly in 2001[30] and these milestones
are further visualized as an interactive visualization using web technology[31].
Academically, visualization is generally referred as Data Visualization and is arguably classified into three major categories, which are Information Visualization
(InfoVis), Scientific Visualization (SciVis), and InfoGraphics[32], in terms of the
semantics of domain data types.

Embracing the rapid development in Computer Graphics, Human-Computer Interaction and Data Science, a brand new sub-area called Visual Analytics is emerging which acknowledges visualization as an integrated visual analysis system, regardless of data representation types as in the above three categories. A four-level
8

based framework for visualization design and analysis is proposed by T. Munzener
in 2014 from a systematic perspective[33]. For methodologies, a seven-stage based
visualization design process called “Computational Information Design” process
is proposed by B. Fry in 2004[14], which treats visualization design as an iterative
procedure.
In Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, we describe visualization from systematic and
software engineering perspective based on these two ideas. We first extract three
essential components of visualization design, then propose practical technologies
for visualization development, and finally we apply the popular MVC framework
to connect the visualization design and development aspects together. Figure
2.1 shows the relationship between visualization design and development and this
framework is used throughout the design of EXN/Vizer visual analysis platform.
In Section 2.3, we overview the performance metrics and visualization tools for
general parallel program as fundamental ideas for the EXN/Vizer visualization
tool dedicated to the parareal-based space-time parallel solution.

Figure 2.1: Big Picture of Visualization Design and Development
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2.1

Visualization Design Essentials

Visualization design essentials consist of three loosely-coupled fundamental components which are Data Types and Visual Encodings, Visualization Techniques,
and Interaction Techniques. As the goal of visualization is to explore target domain data and gain insights into associated questions, the first critical step is to
understand the mapping of data types into appropriate visual encodings[2]. Then
these chosen visual encoding variables should be carefully crafted and organized
into visual views with effective visualization techniques based on built-in patterns
of data and aesthetics. In order to get domain analysts involved into the dynamic
process of uncovering patterns and domain-specific questions, effective interaction techniques consisting of a set of exploratory tasks must be incorporated with
deliberation[3].

2.1.1

Data Types and Visual Encodings

Visualization data types are of great importance in determining the mapping
choices of appropriate visual encodings which are the primitive constructs of visualization view spaces. A wide range of research on visualization data types have
been performed focusing on either primitive data variable value type, dimensionality of data sets[34], structures of data sets, domain semantics of data sets[2],
or the recent comprehensive taxonomy of data types by T. Munzner in 2014[33].
Based on these studies, here we present a two-level straightforward yet practical
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classification principle for visualization data types. The first type level is the Data
Variable Value Type including nominal, ordinal and quantitative types. The second type level is the Dataset Type based on combinations of structures, domain
semantics and dimensions of datasets. Figure 2.2 illustrates the two-level principle
for classifying visualization data types. Level-1 data variable value type can be

Figure 2.2: Two-level Taxonomy for Visualization Data Types
easily applied to select corresponding visual encodings which are described in figure 2.3 with respect to their effects on the visual perception process. Level-2 data
set types are used on level-1 and provide practical visualization design guidance
for constructing complete visualization view spaces with combinations of selected
visual encodings in the context of specific data set types.
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Figure 2.3: Visual Encodings and Level-1 Data Variable Types Based On [1]

2.1.2

Visualization Techniques

The area of visualization techniques, also called data representation techniques,
has been attracting the vast majority of the attention in research of visualization
design. A milestone is designed for presenting and recording the evolution of visualization techniques[31] using Timeline which itself is a widely used visualization
technique. Due to the complexity of data types and corresponding visual encodings, one can find the possible visualization design space is extremely large and
thus it is challenging to achieve the best visualization design solution[2]. Nevertheless, the core of visualization lies in the mechanism of mapping data to visuals
and we can always base design upon characteristics of data types firstly and then
refer to related design cases. As mentioned in the previous section that the level-1
data type is used for specifying visual encoding elements, here the level-2 data set
12

type helps guide the design of visualization techniques which are classified into
three major categories listed as below with corresponding technique showcases.
• 1) The Standard Statistics Charts and Variations
Charting is the most basic technique among varieties of complicated visualization solutions, such as the standard 2D statistics charts including Line
Chart, Area Chart, etc. Many variations of basic charts are derived for the
purposes of better comparing, monitoring, relating, etc. Figure 2.4 presents
several featured variations of statistics charts in response to level-2 data set
types.

Figure 2.4: Visualization Charts for Statistical Data [2]
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• 2) Advanced Dataset Structure Driven Visualizations
Due to the increasing popularity of “Big Data” and “Social Networks”, various new dataset structures are emerging and the top three are GeoMaps,
Hierarchies, and NetWorks. Figure 2.5 demonstrates featured visualization
techniques for each of the three structures. These visualization techniques
are powerful supplementaries to charting techniques and capable of performing flexible and reflective projections on datasets of these advanced
structures.

Figure 2.5: Visualization Techniques for Advanced Dataset Structures [2]
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• 3) Specific Domain Question Driven Visualizations
Specific Domain Question Driven visualization design is the most challenging one that its domain dataset is usually multi-dimensional with a specific
dataset structure associated to its domain problem. In these cases, there are
no existing and direct visualization techniques (like the above two categories)
to apply. Generally, to design a specific domain question driven visualization, the first step is to fully understand domain questions and figure out
necessary question-related data variables from domain datasets. Then the
visualization design can be customized based on combinations of the above
two categories or new visual encoding elements designed for data variables.
Examples can be visualizations of algorithms and software. These visualizations help software developers or domain analysts visualize and explore
complicated implementation workflows of algorithms or software in order to
make appropriate improvement decisions or correct errors[34]. For instance,
the EXN/Vizer platform designed in this thesis falls into this visualization
category and further details will be discussed in later chapters.

2.1.3

Interaction Techniques

Interaction is a powerful tool supplying fluent and flexible use of visualizations
for visual data explorations and analysis[3] in a visual analysis system. Together
with data types&visual encodings and visualization views, interaction component
consists of the three visualization design essential components which can be in-
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terpreted into a MVC framework depicted in figure 2.6 below. In this framework,
the interaction component is the controller that manipulates visualization views
indirectly through its control over the data model which can be mapped into basic
visual encodings and complete visualization views.

Figure 2.6: MVC Framework of Visualization Design Essentials
Research concerning taxonomies of interaction can be found in [3, 34, 35, 36].
Among them, [3] provides a practical taxonomy of interaction (shown in Figure
2.7), consisting of 12 typical interactive visualization tasks integrated with efficient
data processing and analysis methods from Data Science, such as data reduction
and summarization. These 12 types of interactions are further grouped into three
higher-level categories which are Data and View Specification, View Manipulation,
and Process and Provenance, in terms of their functionalities in the progressive
and iterative visual analysis process.
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Figure 2.7: Taxonomy of interactive dynamics for visual analysis[3]
There can be even more types of interactions evolving from the design and development of visualizations all the time and three of the most effective interaction
techniques are demonstrated below: Bubble Cursor Selection (figure2.8), Brushand-linking (figure2.9), and Dynamic Query (figure2.10).

Figure 2.8: Bubble Cursor Within U.S. airports, 2008 Voronoi Diagram[4]
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Figure 2.9: Brushing-and-linking Interaction Within imMens[5]

Figure 2.10: Dynamic Query Interaction Within NameVoyager[6]
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2.2

Visualization Development Technologies

Currently, various visualization development technologies are available for desktop and web applications. Visualization frameworks for desktop applications include Qt[37], PyGTK+[38], Processing[39] and JavaFX Platform[7], of which Qt
is commercial and the other three are all open-source. For web based visualization technologies, D3.js library is the dominant solution along with many other
featured libraries such as Dygraphs[40] for efficiently handling million-sized data
sets. Besides fancy visualization toolkits like the above ones, robust GUI utility
support is also of great importance in constructing a comprehensive visual analysis system, such as EXN/Vizer visualization platform developed in this thesis.
EXN/Vizer exploits the combining power of JavaFX platform for creating rich
visualizations and NetBeans Platform[29] for deploying reliable GUI facilities.
This combination is achieved by the seamless interoperation(interOP) mechanism/API provided in each individual platform. This interOP mechanism together
with featured components of JavaFX and NetBeans Platform are presented in the
following subsections.

2.2.1

Visualization Development Toolkit

JavaFX platform is a Java-based UI toolkit for developing client side applications
running on either desktop, embedded or mobile environment[41]. Figure 2.11
describes the layered JavaFX platform architecture[7]. Now an integrated part
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of JDK 8, JavaFX provides both JavaFX public APIs for UI development and
a full set of Java public APIs for general Java service functionalities. In addition, JavaFX platform provides three featured engines, i.e., the high-performance
graphics engine called Prism, the Media Engine for multimedia data streaming
and the Web Engine for embedding powerful web technologies.

Figure 2.11: JavaFX Platform Architecture Diagram[7]

JavaFX Visualization Toolkit
JavaFX Scene Graph, of hierarchical tree structure, is the fundamental view model
of JavaFX visual applications. Within a scene graph, all JavaFX UI components
are referred as tree nodes and implemented by JavaFX scene graph APIs which
provide featured toolkit for building interactive visualizations. Figure 2.12 illustrates the mapping from visualization design essentials to a subset of JavaFX
UI component APIs grouped as the JavaFX visualization toolkit. Using the
2D/3D Shapes API, various graphical visual encodings can be easily constructed
in JavaFX scene graph views as geometric 2D or 3D shapes such as rectangles,
cylinders, polygons, etc. Also for numerical data sets, JavaFX’s high-level built-in
Charts API can be applied for fast visualization prototyping, such as line chart for
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Figure 2.12: JavaFX Visualization Mapping
time series data, bar chart for data with both nominal and quantitative properties,
etc. Layout Containers API provides flexible panes and containers, such as AnchorPane and VBox container, for positioning and organizing visualization components. UI Controls API can be applied to implement dynamic visualization interactions like selections, navigations, sort, etc[3]. Many efficient third-party open
source UI controls libraries are available, for instance, ControlsFX Library[42] and
JFXtras Library[43]. Besides fancy designed visualization components, JavaFX
also supports dynamic visualization transactions such as live monitoring using
JavaFX Animations API which delivers smooth animations based on efficient
transitions and interpolations.

In addition, JavaFX provides a visualization enhancement strategy with the Web
API for bridging powerful web visualization technologies, such as the popular
D3.js visualization technology and the javafx-d3 [44].
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JavaFX FXML, CSS and the SceneBuilder tool
Compared with counterpart Java-based UI technologies, i.e., Swing[45] and SWT[46],
JavaFX also features in its built-in Model-View-Controller(MVC) framework powered by FXML[7] which is an XML markup language and can be easily used for
structuring, visualizing and modifying hierarchical JavaFX scene graph trees[9].
This framework helps separate JavaFX UI code from application logic code, and
is usually used with the Scene Builder[47] tool to construct scene graphs through

Figure 2.13: SceneBuilder Visual Tool
simple drag-and-drops. Figure 2.13 is a snapshot of the SceneBuilder tool while
editing UI components of EXN/Vizer. In addition, CSS technology[7] is also available in JavaFX applications and the SceneBuilder tool for styling UI components.

JavaFX InterOP Facility
In order to embrace other Java-based UI frameworks, i.e., NetBeans Platform us22

ing Swing and Eclipse RCP[48] using SWT, JavaFX provides the InterOP APIs
which can conveniently wire Swing or SWT based framework together. For instance, in the development of EXN/Vizer, all interactive visualization functionalities are firstly implemented with JavaFX scene graphs. And then instead of
putting a scene graph into a JavaFX stage object like in a JavaFX standalone
application, the scene graph is set into a JFXPanel object which extends Swing
and therefore can be embedded into NetBeans Platform’s TopComponent object
that is comparable to a JavaFX Stage object as a window component. Figure 2.14
illustrates the code snippet from EXN/Vizer for setting a JavaFX scene graph on
a JFXPanel object.

Figure 2.14: Setting JavaFX scene on JFXPanel

2.2.2

NetBeans Platform As GUI Framework

The NetBeans Platform (NBP )[29] is a generic application framework with predefined application plumbing infrastructure handling actions, files, windows, and
other utilities that are common for developing industrial rich client Java desktop
applications that normally require long time maintainability and sustainability.
NASA’s mission operation software tools (e.g., the Deep Space Flight Dynamics
Support System (DSFDSS) tool[49]) as well as the NetBeans IDE[50] are among
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the credited NetBeans Platform applications. More featured NetBeans Platform
application showcases from various industries can be found in [51]. Figure 2.15
illustrates the NetBeans Platform architecture in a big picture. Compared with

Figure 2.15: NetBeans Platform Architecture[8]
JavaFX and Swing mainly applied as UI toolkits, NetBeans Platform offers a large
set of comprehensive application infrastructure APIs[52] including GUI component APIs for both of these toolkits to be embedded in and mixed together within
the platform.

Runtime Container and Modularity
The most important feature in NetBeans Platform is modularity. In other words,
all built-in or customized features and functionalities on the NetBeans Platform
are encapsulated as pluggable modules (i.e., APIs) with dependencies and managed by the Module System API which is one of the six fundamental modules in
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the Runtime Container that enforces these dependencies. The Runtime Container
itself is the NetBeans Platform’s execution environment that provides the most
basic services and functionalities to applications built on top of the NetBeans
Platform. The other five are the Lookup API implementing the loosely coupling
mechanism, Utilities API, File System API, Bootstrap module, and Startup module. Figure 2.16 shows the module dependencies within the Runtime Container.
NetBeans Platform applications can run with just the Runtime Container mod-

Figure 2.16: NetBeans Platform Runtime Container[9]
ules, and all the other modules like UI toolkit modules and GUI utility modules
are optional and pluggable with high flexibility and extendibility. Figure 2.17
demonstrates the common structure of a NetBeans Platform application consisting of several customized JavaFX, Swing and SWT functional modules that are
inherently cohesive and loosely coupled with dependencies in between.

Built-in GUI Infrastructure Modules
Among the large set of pre-defined application infrastructure modules (presented
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Figure 2.17: NetBeans Platform Application Common Structure
in figure 2.15), NetBeans Platform’s GUI components usually consist of a data
presentation module and a UI display module which are described below.
• 1) Window System API
NetBeans Platform’s window system API provides a comprehensive docking
framework with built-in logical window handling operations including easy
dock/undock with drag-and-drop, resize, maximize/minimize, group/ungroup, etc, which would require years to code. These window functionalities
are suitable for large applications that need multiple windows for separate
domain tasks. The above windowing utilities are generally implemented
with four major classes which are the TopComponent class for creating toplevel JPanel windows, Window Manager class for controlling logical window
handling operations, Mode class for window positioning, and TopComponentGroup for window grouping.
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• 2) Nodes API and Explorer & Property Sheet API
The Nodes API is the presentation layer for representing different types of
data objects as generic hierarchical “node” objects on NetBeans Platform.
The Explorer & Property Sheet API provides the Explorer View as the UI
component for displaying these nodes, as well as the Explorer Manager as
the management component. The interaction between the three different
types of components, i.e., Nodes, Explorer Views and Explorer Managers,
are illustrated in figure 2.18 that follows the MVC GUI application design
pattern.

Figure 2.18: Node, Explorer View and Explorer Manager Interaction[10]
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2.3

Related Work

In this section, various performance metrics and visualization tools are demonstrated for general parallel programs as the background for our target pararealbased parallel program. Performance evaluation for a parallel program normally
tends to be more complex than a sequential program. A sequential program is
usually evaluated according to the execution time and the asymptotic analysis
model of its sequential algorithm applied. On the other hand, a parallel program
consists of both the parallel algorithm and the parallel architecture [53].
Therefore, performance evaluation for parallel programs requires more quantitative metrics besides the execution time. Generally, fundamental parallel performance metrics involve the speedup ratio, the parallel efficiency and wall-clock time.
For further scaling characteristics analysis of parallel programs, the scalability is
often employed as a parallel performance metric. In subsection 2.3.1, we present
more detailed discussion on these parallel performance metrics.
These performance metrics are of great significance for the design and implementation of efficient and scalable parallel programs. To better understand these
metrics, various powerful visualization tools are being developed and applied to
investigate and analyse parallel performance. In subsection 2.3.2, three effective
and popular performance visualization tools including the TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) performance system [11], HPCToolkit [12] performance system and
Nvidia Visual Profiler tool [54] are introduced.
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2.3.1

Parallel Performance Metrics

1. Speedup Ratio, Parallel Efficiency
Speedup ratio, denoted as Sp , is an important metrics that measures the relative
performance gain achieved with a parallel implementation of a given problem over
a sequential implementation. Generally, speedup ratio is calculated as the ratio of
the time taken by a sequential solution to the time required by a parallel solution
to a specific problem, as shown in Equation 2.1,

Sp =

T1
TP

(2.1)

where T1 and TP are the sequential solution time and the parallel solution time
respectively. Linear speedup (SP = P ) is achieved when all of the workload is
parallelizable and all parallel overheads are negligible [53].
In real world problems, however, linear speedup is usually not achievable since
the use of multiple processes usually introduces overheads. Examples can be the
overheads introduced by the mutual exclusion mechanism for handling critical
section issues in shared-memory parallel programs as well as the overheads of
the data transmission latency from distributed memory parallel programs [55].
Therefore, the execution time for each parallel processor can be represented as
Equation 2.2,
Tp ar = TP + Toverhead
where Toverhead is the parallel overhead.
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(2.2)

Generally, a fraction of sequential workload can be parallelized using P parallel
processors. Assuming times taken by each of the P parallel processor are the same
and all parallel overheads are negligible, the speedup ratio can be represented as
Equation 2.3,



S P =

T1
TP

=

T1
(f + 1−f
)T1
P

=

1
f + 1−f
P

(2.3)



T1 = f T1 + P TP
where f is the fraction of the workload portion that is not parallelizable. It
can be seen from Equation 2.3 that the speedup ratio is approaching to

1
f

when

P → ∞. This parallel speedup bounding principle is known as the Amdahl0 s law
[56]. Generally, it states that in an ideal condition that all the time is devoted
to computational tasks executed by P parallel processors, the best speedup is
bounded by the sequential portion of the workload. For instance, if f = 20%
then the best speedup is 5 even if 1,000 or more parallel processors are employed.
Then, the parallel efficiency can be defined as Equation 2.4,

EP =

SP
P

(2.4)

where EP = 1 if the speedup is linear. It can be seen from the efficiency equation
that parallel efficiency decreases as the number of parallel processors increases
while the speedup is approaching its bound value.
Although Amdahl0 law indicates the limitation in parallelizing programs because
of the exist of the “inherently sequential” fractions of the programs, we can still
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benefit from parallelization of these programs by properly increasing the input
problem sizes. This is called the scaling strategy to be discussed in the following
section.

2. Scalability
Scalability is another essential performance metric that describes the ability of
a parallel program to handle the increasing input problem sizes [55]. A parallel
program is said to be scalable if a proper rate of increase in the input problem
size can be found to keep the parallel efficiency EP unchanged while increasing
the number of parallel processes/threads.
There are several special types of scalable parallel programs, for instance, the
strongly scalable type and the weakly scalable type. If the parallel efficiency can
be kept fixed without increasing the problem size while increasing the processes/threads number, the parallel program is said to be strongly scalable. If same
increasing rate of process numbers is required to keep the parallel efficiency fixed,
the parallel program is said to be weakly scalable.

2.3.2

Parallel Performance Visualization Tools

1. TAU Performance System
The TAU performance system is one of the most powerful performance monitoring and evaluation system for parallel programs. Generally, TAU supports the
parallel profiling and tracing functionality with the TAU measurement APIs and
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visual analysis toolkit [11]. Profiling demonstrates the wall-clock times spent in
individual routines of a parallel program. Tracing shows the subevents taken place
within each process along the execution timeline of a parallel program.
Figure 2.19 shows the architecture of the visual analysis toolkit of the TAU performance system. It can been seen that the TAU visualization and analysis toolkit
manages the profile data and the trace data with two separate modules which can
be used as data APIs by external visualization software tools.

Figure 2.19: Architecture of the TAU Visual Analysis Toolkit [11]
With the TAU visual analysis toolkit, the profile data can be visualized and analysed through the ParaProf viewer. The trace data can be visualized using the
trace visualizers including the Vampir, the JumpShot and the Paraver software
tools. Similarly, the trace data can be analysed using the trace analyzers including
the Expert and the ProfileGen software tools.
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2. HPCToolkit Performance System
HPCToolkit is a comprehensive performance system for measurement and visual
analysis of performance of parallel programs running on massively parallel computing systems [12]. As an integrated performance analysis solution, the HPCToolkit system is designed with a workflow as shown in Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: Overview of HPCToolkit0 s tool workflow [12]
The HPCToolkit is organized with four principal modules: the measurement,
binary analysis, attribution, and presentation modules. The HPCToolkit performance analysis workflow starts with running the target parallel program from
the toolkit environment. Then, the measurement tool, hpcrun, is launched to
collect the parallel performance profile data. Thirdly, the performance analysis
tool, hpcstruct, is invoked to analyze the performance information about the
procedures, loop, and inlined code from the running parallel program. Finally,
users can start visualizing the performance profile datasets using the graphical
tools from the HPCToolkit0 s presentation module.
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The HPCToolkit presentation module consists of two built-in visual analysis software tools which are the hpcviewer for resource cost information and the hpctraceviewer for the process trace information as shown in figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: An annotated screenshot of hpctraceviewer0 s interface [12]
Generally, the hpctraceviewer tool is used for visualizing the sampling wall-clock
time based process events/subroutines along the execution timeline of the target program. Different processes are assigned with different colors. Performance
metrics such as speedup and efficiency can be further derived based on the visualization of the process timing information. Another usage of the hpctraceviewer is
that users can identify unusually costing process events/subroutines by interactive
exploration of the timeline view.
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3. Nvidia Visual Profiler
The Nvidia Visual Profiler, a part of the CUDA Toolkit, is another performance
profiling tool dedicated to CUDA C/C++ accelerated parallel programs [54]. The
underlying performance utility system of the visual profiler is the TAU system
as discussed above. Therefore, the Nvidia visual profiler can also perform performance measurement and data collection tasks while the target program is launched
by the visual profiler.
Compared to HPCToolkit that uses separate visualization tools including the
hpcviewer and hpctraceviewer, the Nvidia visual profiler integrates views for the
cost profile data and process trace data into a single profiler tool. Generally, the
visual profiler involves six performance viewers which are the Timeline View, the
Analysis View, the Details View, the Properties View, Console View and Settings
View.
Figure 2.22 shows the Timeline View of the visual profiler. The Timeline View
shows events and routines of CPU and GPU processes/threads while a CUDA
program is being profiled. This Timeline View is designed as a powerful rowexpandable tableview that each timeline row represents a target performance
metric visualized as a complete instance of the view. Multiple timelines can be
opened simultaneously in the visual profiler. Various types of performance metrics
and CPU/GPU information can be displayed in the Timeline View rows, such as
Process, Thread, Context, Memcpy, Kernel and Stream, etc. Further details can
be found in [54].
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Figure 2.22: A screenshot of Nvidia Visual Profiler0 s Timeline View [54]
In summary, based on current literature review on performance visualization for
parallel programs, the performance visualization systems and tools mainly focus
on profiling and tracking the parallel behaviours from process/thread level with
respect to memory footprints, CPU usages and execution time. These general performance visualizations do not demonstrate parallel performance in the context
of particular algorithms, such as the parareal algorithm. In this thesis, we design and implement a higher level algorithm specific, i.e., the parareal algorithm,
performance visualization tool called EXN/Vizer. This tool can visualize and
analyse parareal performance related algorithmic patterns including the parareal
propagator scheduling/overlapping pattern and numerical convergence and consistency characteristics, with the live data generated by parareal based scientific
applications executing on-the-fly.
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Chapter 3
Visualization Domain Problem
The target specific domain problem for the EXN/Vizer visualization platform is
the performance of the parareal combined space-time parallel CFD solver implemented in EXN/Aero simulation software, which is a high-performance CPU/GPU
system accelerated CFD simulation software developed by Envenio inc. and UNB
CFD Lab [15]. The performance data, generated by the CFD solver on-the-fly,
consist of two related datasets which are the parareal profiling dataset and the
CFD solution analysis dataset, organized within a result data directory per simulation. In the following sections, we’ll examine the performance data by firstly
introducing the CFD basics with space decomposition, and then presenting the
Parareal time parallel algorithm, and finally describing the EXN/Aero space-time
parallel CFD solver focusing on the implementation of solution workflow and the
result datasets of solution performance.
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3.1

Computational Fluid Dynamics With Space
Decomposition

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a scientific computing application for
solving complicated fluid dynamics problems with efficient numerical methods on
high-performance processing architectures. A complete CFD analysis framework
usually consists of three fundamental components which are Pre-processor, Solver
and Post-processor. Figure 3.1 shows their inter-connectivity relationship [13].

Figure 3.1: The inter-connectivity functions of the three main elements within a
CFD analysis framework [13]

The pre-processor is used for generating appropriate structured or unstructured
meshes based on required information such as geometries. These meshes are
computational domains on which governing equations for fluid dynamics problems,
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including mass, momentum and energy conservation PDEs, can be solved with
efficient numerical methods.

With the increasingly easy and economic access to parallel processing resources
such as heterogeneous many-core GPU / multi-core CPU systems, modern CFD
solvers are usually accelerated by applying parallel computing strategies. The
space domain decomposition approach has now become a standard technique for
speeding up CFD solvers over 10 x faster through spacial parallelism. The basic
idea for space decomposition is to split a whole space computational domain of a
target simulation problem into several sub-domains and then solve the problem
on each sub-domain in parallel using the exactly same spacial solver with an iterative fashion. The space decomposition can be achieved partly by geometrical
decomposition for accurately representing the flow region and bounding geometry
with general mesh generator software, e.g., Pointwise, and partly by algebraic decomposition for load balancing with dedicated libraries e.g. EXN/Aero’s CBMM
library [57].

Another significant operation within a CFD solver component is the solution analysis part for guaranteeing the numerical performance with respect to consistency
and convergence, by dynamically monitoring sample points of flow field and calculating convergence per simulation time step. Within EXN/Vizer platform, a
dynamic module called EXNMonitor Trackboard is implemented for tracking the
solution analysis datasets, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.2

The Parareal Method

1. The Fundamental Idea
The parareal method has been widely investigated and analyzed when applied in
various initial value problems (I.V.P.), including systems of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) and time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs) discretized in the time coordinate. In this section, we present the parareal method in
the context of a simple initial value problem based on the description in [20, 25],
with the purpose of pointing out critical parameters associated with parareal performance as well as providing necessary mathematical notations for later reference.

Consider an initial value problem of the form as



 ∂y + Ay = 0, t ∈ [t0 , T ]
∂t

(3.1)



y(t0 ) = y0
where A is an appropriate operator from Hilbert space V to V 0 . After the appropriate discretization in time direction, a sequential time-marching scheme based
numerical procedure denoted by Fδ is generally used as the approximate solution
to Equation3.1. Then applying φ = Fδt (φ1 , t2 , t1 ), the approximate result at t2
is achieved through integrating Equation3.1 forward over the time interval [t1 , t2 ]
from the starting value φ1 at time t1 with the step size δt. Thus, the initial value
problem in the full time scale [t0 , T ] can be solved in series through the integration
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as below
φ = Fδt (φ0 , T, t0 ),

φ0 = y0

(3.2)

where the total number of time steps is denoted by Nt with the temporal discretization T − t0 = Nt δt.

For long time evolution systems, this traditional sequential time stepping scheme
can be very computational expensive and time demanding. To parallelize the
above sequential time integration, the fundamental strategy of the parareal method
is to decompose the whole simulation time span [t0 , T ] into P successive time intervals [tp , tp+1 ] with uniformed length ∆T , tp = t0 + p∆T , p = 0, 1, 2, ..., P − 1,
where P is the number of processes or threads assigned to execute the approximate procedure Fδt over each time interval in parallel. In parareal, we refer the
integrator Fδt as the “fine propagator” with a relatively small time step δt for
advancing the whole time evolving system in the form

init
φF
p+1 = Fδt (φp , tp+1 , tp ),

p = 0, 1, 2, ..., P − 1

(3.3)

init
where φF
is the initial value
p+1 is the result fine value at time point tp+1 and φp

at the beginning of the time interval [tp , tp+1 ] required by the fine propagator Fδt
to perform the integration forward.

In order to launch all the fine propagators in parallel across the whole time span,
the initial value dependency must be set up in an effective and efficient way.
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Parareal uses a fast coarse integrator with a larger time step ∆t for propagating
initial values forward in series formulated as

φGp+1 = G∆t (φinit
p , tp+1 , tp ),

p = 0, 1, 2, ..., P − 1

(3.4)

where G∆t is referred as the “coarse propagator”, which is the second essential
element in parareal and φGp+1 denotes the result coarse value of the coarse propagator at time point tp+1 . The coarse propagators are usually achieved by applying
a coarsening discretization in time that gives the temporal coarsening coefficient
XT IM E (denoted as αtime ) defined below

∆t = αtime · δt ,

NG = Nt /(P · αtime ) ,

NF = Nt /P

(3.5)

where NG and NF represent the total numbers of time steps for coarse and fine
propagators within each time interval [tp , tp+1 ] respectively.

Together with coarse and fine propagators, the third element in parareal is “predictorcorrector” scheme in an iterative fashion. This scheme provides the crucial data
dependency workflow for performing parareal propagation and correction tasks
running within different time intervals of iterations. The iterative “predictorcorrector” scheme is formulated as

init
init
init
(3.6)
φcorr
k,p = G∆t (φk,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) + Fδt (φk−1,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) − G∆t (φk−1,p−1 , tp , tp−1 )
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where p = 2, ..., P, k = 2, .., K. The initial value at the beginning of the time
interval [tp−1 , tp ] of iteration k is denoted as φinit
k,p−1 . The prediction task is done
by the coarse propagation G∆t (φinit
k,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) that provides the rough initial value
φGk,p for each time interval within current iteration k. The corrected value is
denoted as φcorr
k,p which is calculated from a combination of values from coarse
and fine integrations. The correction task is of great significance that the coarse
propagation can only provide fast while much less accurate initial values that
decreases the accuracy of the approximate solution and must be corrected. This
correction is employed iteratively in parareal for ensuring the convergence of the
complete approximate solution.

The straightforward implementation of the classic parareal algorithm described
in the above statement is illustrated in Algorithm 3.1, employing a sequentialparallel routine iteratively. Within each iteration, the coarse task is executed by
one process in sequential over all the time intervals then the fine tasks are executed
by different processes in parallel for individual time intervals. In the first iteration
of this algorithm, the coarse propagator is launched and it runs sequentially to
calculate the coarse value φG1,p at individual time point tp , p = 1, 2, ..., P using
Equation 3.4, and these values are directly accepted as initial values of time
G
intervals within the first parareal iteration, i.e., φinit
1,p = φ1,p . Then still within the

first iteration, upon the completion of the coarse propagation, all fine propagators
are launched using P processes and start accurate integrations over all the time
intervals of current iteration in parallel with Equation 3.3. Starting from the
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second iteration, initial values of time intervals are corrected values achieved by
employing the predictor-corrector scheme with Equation 3.6. These subsequent
iterations will proceed until these solutions satisfy some predefined convergence
F
criteria, i.e., φF
k,p − φk−1,p < , ∀p ∈ [1, P ], where  is the error tolerance.

Algorithm 3.1 Classic Parareal Algorithm
1: procedure Parareal Algorithm
2:
for k = 1 to P do
3:
if k = 1 then
4:
φinit
1,0 ← y0
5:
for p = 1 to P do
6:
φG1,p ← G∆t (φinit
1,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) // sequential coarse propagation
G
init
7:
φ1,p ← φ1,p // initial value from direct data passing
8:
end for
for p ∈ [1, P ] do in parallel
9:
init
10:
φF
1,p ← Fδt (φ1,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) // parallel fine propagation
11:
end for
else
12:
F
13:
φinit
k,k−1 ← φk−1,k−1
14:
for p = k to P do
15:
φGk,p ← G∆t (φinit
k,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) // sequential coarse propagation
G
G
corr
φk,p ← φk,p + φF
16:
k−1,p − φk−1,p // sequential correction
corr
17:
φinit
k,p ← φk,p // initial value from correction
18:
end for
for p ∈ [k, P ] do in parallel
19:
init
20:
φF
k,p ← Fδt (φk,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ) // parallel fine propagation
21:
end for
22:
end if
F
23:
if φF
k,p − φk−1,p < , ∀p ∈ [1, P ] then
24:
break // parareal solution converged
25:
end if
26:
end for
27: end procedure
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2. Performance Analysis and Optimizations
The parallel performance of parareal is normally investigated with respect to the
time efficiency as well as the computational efficiency. Generally in practical
parareal based simulations, the time efficiency is measured with the wall-clock
speedup or the parallel efficiency and the computational efficiency is measured
with the utilization of parallel processing resources. In this thesis, our target visual
analysis platform, i.e., the EXN/Vizer platform, is designed mainly focusing on the
speedup of parareal performance together with simple consideration of resource
utilization. In addition, the statistical convergence is also taken into account as
one of the critical numerical performance metrics of parareal since it can affect
the total number of iterations required to converge and the correctness of the
complete approximate solution.

According to the classic implementation of the parareal method presented in Algorithm 3.1, an task execution workflow based on [58] is illustrated in Figure 3.2
and then the theoretical speedup model can be formulated as

S(P ) =

k·

P TF
=
· TG + kTF
k · (1 +

P +P −k+1
2

1
1−k
)·
P

TG
TF

+

k
2P

(3.7)

where TF and TG denote the costs of integrations over one time interval when
using coarse propagator Fδt and fine propagator G∆t respectively. This simplified
speedup is also referred as the projection speedup [25] and is modelled under the
assumptions that TF and TG are identical for all time intervals and communication
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overhead is ignored. The ratio for runtime of G∆t and Fδt over individual time
interval is denoted as β, where β =

TF
.
TG

Figure 3.2: Classic Parareal Task Execution Workflow

As reflected from the speedup model, the speedup from parareal is bounded by
K/P when using a fast enough coarse propagator compared with a fine propagator, i.e., β =

TF
TG

→ 0, while still leading to the convergence of the whole solution

with K iterations. However, fast coarse propagators (usually achieved through
coarsening temporal/spatio discretizations or lower order integration methods)
may not lead to rapid convergence and can affect the stability of parareal, while
slow coarse propagators may not lead to great speedup of parareal. As a result, an
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appropriate balance between the speed and the convergence requirement of coarse
propagators must be carefully considered. For practical parareal implementations,
one effective optimization strategy is by incorporating efficient task scheduling algorithms proposed by Aubanel in 2011 [26], which exploit the overlap between
coarse and fine propagators within the same iteration and across different iterations. In [26], two task scheduling models are presented both demonstrating
significant improvements in parareal speedup and the speedup models are listed
as below:
• (1) Overlapping Parareal Using Manager-worker Task Scheduling Algotithm:

S(P ) =

1
P TF
=
1
(P − 2)TG + TF + P TG
2(1 − P ) TTFG +

1
P

(3.8)

for k = 1, and then

S(P ) =

1
P TF
=
1
(P − 2)TG + KTF + P TG
2(1 − P ) TTFG +

K
P

(3.9)

for k >= 2.
• (2) Overlapping Parareal Using Distributed Task Scheduling Algorithm:

S(P ) =

P TF
=
(K + P )TG + KTF
(1 +
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1
K TG
) +
P TF

K
P

(3.10)

3.3

Target Parareal Combined Space-time Parallel Solution

The target visualization domain problem in this thesis is the performance of
EXN/Aero parareal combined space-time parallel CFD solution. EXN/Aero’s
parareal implementation is further optimized with respect to the speedup, resource utilization and time span extension for long-time simulations. The practical implementation workflow concerns both the standard spatial decomposition
and parareal based temporal decomposition. In the following sections, the spacial
decomposition workflow will be introduced briefly and then the parareal based
temporal decomposition workflow consisting of three critical workflows will be
demonstrated and explained in detail. Finally, the performance analysis model of
this optimized parareal implementation will be presented, along with the result
performance datasets of the profiling and solution analysis information. Notably,
these intuitive figures for these workflows are designed in this section as the visualization prototypes for the EXN/Vizer visual analysis platform that will be
presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.1

Solution Implementation Workflow

1. Spatial Decomposition Workflow
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the spatial domain decomposition approach applied
in the combined parallel CFD solution is implemented with two spatial decompo48

sition levels of workflows. The first level workflow is the geometric spatial decomposition which is performed by external mesh generation software for splitting the
computational domain into subdomains in terms of characteristics of flow region
and conditions of bounding geometry. One commonly used tool can be the Pointwise software. The second level workflow is the algebraic spatial decomposition
that further decomposes the subdomains from the previous level with the purpose of obtaining load balance decomposition for parallel processing. This level is
performed by the Cell Base Mapping Module (CBMM) implemented within the
EXN/Aero software [57]. Then the resulting two-level spatial domain decomposition information is written into a CFD General Notation System (CGNS) file
that is used as the input of the combined parallel CFD solution. In addition, temporal decomposition information will also be written into the CGNS file during
execution time with the combined space-time approach.

2. Parareal-based Temporal Decomposition Workflow
EXN/Aero’s optimized parareal temporal decomposition workflow is implemented
with three essential sub-workflows which are the data dependency workflow, the
task execution workflow and the windowing workflow. Core elements and functionalities of these three workflows are illustrated in the following paragraphs:
• Parareal Data Dependency Workflow
Parareal is characterized with the iterative predictor-corrector procedure
(formulated with Equation 3.6) as an efficient parallel-in-time method. For
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every parareal based time-dependent system, this fundamental iterative
predictor-corrector scheme must be implemented as the necessary workflow
called the parareal data dependency workflow illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Parareal Data Dependency Workflow
Three basic types of parareal tasks are included in this workflow, which
are the sequential coarse propagation task G∆t represented as the circle, the
parallel fine propagation task Fδt represented as the rectangle and the sequential correction task represented as the triangle in the workflow figure.
From the data dependency workflow figure, we can clearly see and understand the time parallelization performed with the fine propagation tasks
that have no dependency to previous neighbouring integration result values
(see the comparison of the coarse and fine propagation in Figure 3.3).

Meanwhile, the iterative predictor-corrector scheme based data dependency
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mechanism, consisting of two types of dependencies, can be seen with this
workflow figure. The direct data dependency formulated as

φinit
k,p =




φGk,p ← G∆t (φinit
k,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ),

k=1



init
φF
k,p ← Fδt (φk,p−1 , tp , tp−1 ),

k >= 2 and p = k − 1

(3.11)

is shown as the hollow triangle connected with one grey in-arrows and two
grey out-arrows representing data flow from only the coarse propagator while
for coarse and fine propagations. Also, the dependency workflow clearly
demonstrates that the direct data passing dependency is set up for the sequential coarse propagator within the first iteration and the fine propagator
running within the first time interval of each iteration. Then, the other
dependency is the corrected data dependency formulated as

corr
G
F
G
φinit
k,p = φk,p = φk,p + φk−1,p − φk−1,p ,

k >= 2 and p >= k

(3.12)

shown as a solid triangle, representing the correction dependency set up by
collecting and transforming data from three propagation tasks of previous
time interval: one coarse propagator and one fine propagator from the previous iteration as well as one coarse propagator from current iteration. Also,
we can find that the corrected data dependency is set up for propagators
running from the (k − 1)th time interval of each iteration k, where k >= 2.
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• Parareal Task Execution Workflow
The parareal task execution workflow is concerned with the implementation
of task scheduling algorithms and resource allocation strategies for parareal.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, parareal performance can significantly benefit from appropriate implementations of the task execution workflow with
respect to the improved parallel overlap efficiency (or speedup) and the processing resource utilization. Figure 3.4 shows the optimized parareal task
execution workflow implemented in the EXN/Aero’s combined space-time
solution where P #n refers to processor n.

Figure 3.4: Optimized Parareal Task Execution Workflow
Within the parareal task execution workflow, the solution simulation time
decomposed into 8 time intervals is arranged along x-axis direction and the
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solution runtime (wall-clock time) is along y-axis direction. Compared with
the classic sequential-parallel non-overlapping parareal implementation, this
task execution strategy brings the optimization from two aspects as:
– 1) Time Efficiency With Improved Task Overlapping
∗ Single-time-interval overlap within the same iteration
Overlap between coarse task and fine task of the same time interval
init
within the same iteration, i.e., G∆t (φinit
k,p ) and Fδt (φk,p ), executed

concurrently on two different processors.
∗ Single-time-interval overlap across different iterations
Overlap between fine tasks of the same time interval across differinit
ent (successive) iterations, i.e., Fδt (φinit
k,p ) and Fδt (φk+1,p ), executed

in parallel by assigning these two tasks to two different processors.
– 2) Computational Efficiency With Improved Resource Utilization
This task execution workflow enables launching active coarse task and
fine tasks on different processors asynchronously and thus improves the
CPU utilization.
Thus, based on the parareal task execution workflow in Figure 3.4, the
theoretical speedup can be modelled using Equation3.13 below

S(P ) =

1
P TF
=
NG ·τG
k
(P − K)TG + kTF
(1 − P ) NF ·τF +

k
P

=

1
(1 −

k
1
)
P αtime ·αspace

+ Pk
(3.13)

where τG and τF are the average runtime of a coarse propagator and a fine
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propagator within a single time step respectively. Assuming that the costs
per time step of coarse and fine tasks are normalized, theoretical speedup
can be further estimated by substitution of αtime =

NF
NG

and αspace =

τF
.
τG

• Parareal Windowing Workflow
The choice of length of the time interval ∆T = tp+1 − tp , p >= 0, is critical
for obtaining a desirable CFD solution and a simulation result. Generally, a
total simulation time with an appropriate time interval, i.e., T = Np × ∆T ,
can be achieved through balancing multiple metrics all together, i.e., ensuring solution convergence, optimizing solution performance, maintaining
solution stability and considering the availability of total given processing
resources [15]. Further more, for very long time simulations, more processing resources will be required. In this case, the windowing technique
implemented as parareal windowing workflow is helpful by leveraging multiple windows, i.e., Nw windows of flexible length Tw . Then, each of these
parareal windows are restarted from the converged solution of the previous
window. In addition, the windowing approach can be effective in practical
CFD problems where total simulation time is unknown or the statistical
convergence evaluation method is applied.
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3.3.2

Solution Performance Datasets

Data is usually persisted as various formats including plain text files, SQL-based
relational database management systems (RDBMS) or files, hierarchical XML
files, key-value based JSON files, etc. In this thesis, our target data characterizing
the performance of the parareal-based space-time solution consist of two different
types of datasets: one is the parareal profiling dataset persisted as concurrently
accessed text files and the other is the CFD solution analysis dataset persisted as
SQLite database files. The two datasets are briefly introduced below and will be
explored in depth in Chapter 4.

1.Parareal Profiling Dataset
During the space-time CFD simulation process, the parareal profiling data is
generated for each restarting parareal restarting window and persisted in a random
access text file enabling concurrent accessing by multiples propagators. Figure 3.5
is a screenshot of a parareal profiling file demonstrating partial performance data
of parareal window 1.

Figure 3.5: Parareal Profiling Data: window 1 (partial)
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The first four lines in the parareal profiling text file shown in Figure 3.5 indicate the initialization parameters and the performance meta data of the parareal
solution. The third line indicates two CFD blending parameters that are not currently considered in our target parareal performance datasets. Table 3.1 shows
the description of the parareal solution parameters and meta data. The first three
rows indicate temporal decomposition and space-time discretization parameters.
Row 4 to 8 present the parareal performance meta data consisting of six propagation info variables which will be modelled as visualization variables using various
data structures for specific visual analysis purposes based on the workflows of the
parareal implementation.
Params/MetaData

Usage Description

NIT, NTS, NPROP

number of parareal iterations, time slices, propagators

XTIME, XSPACE

coarsening discretization multipliers of time, space

WIN, MAXWIN

current parareal window index, maximum windows

It, ts

index of parareal iterations, time slices

prop (c/f,index)

type (coarse/fine) and process index of propagators

%

progress percentage of propagation tasks

Start time, duration

propagation task start time, duration time

Table 3.1: Descriptions for Parameters/MetaData of Parareal Profiling Data
2.CFD Solution Analysis Dataset
The CFD solution analysis data are persisted in a set of self-contained SQLite
database files, each of which corresponds to a CFD propagator from one time
interval of one iteration. Each CFD solution analysis database file consists of one
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convergence table and at least one flow field monitoring point table(s). Figure 3.6
shows the CFD solution analysis data for a cylinder simulation problem with a
mesh size of 0.5 million over the first time interval of first parareal iteration.

Figure 3.6: CFD Solution Analysis Data From Parareal Time slice 1 Iteration 1
Convergence is one of the four major CFD solution analysis essentials that include
also consistency, stability and accuracy [13]. In practical problems, CFD solutions
are generally calculated iteratively and assessed using iterative convergence. Then
in order to assess the convergence of a CFD solution, three criteria are typically
required which are Residual Values and Solution imbalances (see the Convergence
table), and Quantities of interest (see the Example_Monitor_Point_C1 table) [59].
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Chapter 4
Methodology
As introduced previously, our purpose is to design and implement a comprehensive and domain-specific visual analysis system, i.e., EXN/Vizer, based on a
loosely coupled modular architecture provided by the NetBeans Platform application framework. EXN/Vizer is integrated with two inter-communicated visualization functional modules. One is the EXNParareal Dashboard that enables
dynamic/static presentation of original/derived performance profiling results of
the parareal combined space-time CFD solution, providing two crucial analytical
components including the parareal solution workflow monitor and the propagator
scheduling/overlapping timeline. The other is named EXNMonitor Trackboard
which allows on-line tracking of CFD solution analysis results including convergence data and flow field monitoring point data from individual parareal time
intervals. In support of the visualization tasks, several external utility libraries
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are also plugged in EXN/Vizer as independent modules. In the following sections,
we’ll thoroughly present the design and development details of the EXN/Vizer
platform.

4.1

EXN/Vizer Platform Architecture

1. Application Architecture
The modular architecture of the EXN/Vizer Platform is illustrated in figure 4.1
below, in the fashion of the NetBeans Platform architecture for demonstrating
the modular mechanism. The two bottom layers are automatically deployed in
the NetBeans Platform as runtime infrastructure and functional APIs/modules
providing a rich set of powerful out-of-box GUI components, such as Window

Figure 4.1: EXN/Vizer Platform Architecture
System API enabling flexible docking/floating and ExplorerView API for display59

ing various data as visual nodes (see more detail described in chapter 2). The
JavaFX visualization toolkit is shown here since it is already configured as the
default infrastructure within the NetBeans Platform. The top layer modules are
user modules that we designed and developed in EXN/Vizer. The left-side light
blue modules are the visualization and data modelling modules that we coded
ourself and the right-side light purple modules are the library modules that we
wrapped as external supporting utilities.

Figure 4.2 shows the explicit dependencies between the loosely coupled EXN/Vizer
modules. The EXNResult CaseExplorer is responsible for managing and presenting multiple EXN/Aero CFD solution result datasets that are stored and
structured as hierarchical directories. One of its dependencies is the SQLDB File
Type module for providing the filtered data/file nodes based on specified file types.
The EXNParareal Dashboard navigates through a click-through user interaction
to the EXNMonitor Trackboard module for the visualization of solution analysis
data of each parareal time interval stored in an individual SQLite database file.
This navigating mechanism is discussed in depth in the following sections. In
addition, the EXNMonitor Trackboard can be used separately for any solution
analysis database files from either EXNResult CaseExplorer or those on the local
computer disk. Finally, for library module dependencies, the function descriptions
are provided in Table 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.2: EXN/Vizer Module Dependencies
Library Module

Function Description

c3p0

JDBC3 Connection and Statement Pooling

commons-math3-3.5

Library of mathematics and statistics components

controlfx-8.40.11

Third party JavaFX library offering extra UI controls

guava-18.0

Google’s core Java libraries of collections, caching, etc

jfoenix

Thirdparty JavaFx Material Design Library

jts-1.8

Java library offering fundamental geometric functions

jfxtras-labs-8.0

External JavaFX library for featured UI components

sqlite-jdbc-3.8.11.2

Java wrapper library for accessing SQLite database files

Table 4.1: Function Descriptions for Library Modules
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2. MVC Framework for Visualization Modules
An effective architectural level framework is essential for developing visualization
GUI/UI applications consisting of multiple modules and components. As introduced in chapter 2, we derive a visualization GUI framework by combining the
popular MVC pattern for general GUI applications with the iterative seven-stage
computational information design process [60]. Figure 4.3 shows the detailed
structure of the visualization GUI framework. Four “Model” component types,
i.e., Data Parser, Data Filter, Data Miner and Data Model, are included for decoupling the intertwined data processing and modelling components. Then the
“View” component types consists of the View Facet type and the View Layer
type for projecting and decomposing complicated multi-variate data into linked
subviews and layers. The “Controller” type is for creating asynchronous user
interaction event code that are separate from the data and view code.

Figure 4.3: Domain Specific and Data Driven Visualization GUI Component MVC
Based Framework
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4.2

EXNParareal DashBoard Module

The EXNParareal dashboard module is designed for exploring and analyzing
parareal profiling data that is multivariate and implies three target visualization
facets which are the parareal solution workflow, propagator scheduling strategy
and performance statistics. These facets are implemented as three individual visualization components each of which consists of a UI controller subcomponent
and a UI view subcomponent and will be presented in detail in the following subsections. Figure 4.4 shows the EXNParareal dashboard module MVC architecture
that implements the visualization design essentials of data models, visualization
views and user interactions, into an integrate GUI application.

Figure 4.4: EXNParareal Dashboard Module: Modified Model-View-Controller
Architecture
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4.2.1

EXNParareal Data Model

The multi-leveled parareal profiling data model, i.e., the EXNParareal Data Model,
is designed and implemented based on the iterative “Seven-stage Computational
Information Design Process (see figure 4.5)” methodology proposed by Ben Fry
in 2004 [14]. As we can see, this iterative process includes three types of stages
that are data process stages, visualization view stages and a interaction stage. In
this data model section, we will present our practice of applying the four essential
data processing stages.

Figure 4.5: Iterative Seven-stage Computational Information Design Process
(modified from [14])
To better fit into the EXNVizer GUI architecture, the EXNParareal data model,
as presented in figure 4.6 as UML class diagrams, is further structured with the
four data processing stages into two levels based on the visualization data types
presented in chapter 2. The first level is responsible for dealing with primitive
data types and consists of the PararealProfile Data Fetcher and PararealProfil DataParser. The second level is for handling compositional data types based
specific domain problems and it includes PararealWorkflow DataFilter, PropagatorSchedule DataFilter, PerformanceStatistics DataFilter and PerformanceStatistics DataMiner.
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In addition, the arrows in the EXNParareal data model diagram indicate the
data flow and the texts beside the arrows represent the output data from the
previous data processing stage and the input for the next one. The data flow
is unidirectionally chained, that is it always starts from a different or the same
data fetcher and then steps through the parser, filter and miner in order. This
unidirectional data retrieval design can ensure the security of concurrent and
asynchronous data usages by multiple UI components. The four stages in the
EXNParareal data model are demonstrated in detail in following paragraphs.

Figure 4.6: EXNParareal Four-stage (fetch-parse-filter-mine) Data Processing
Model Using UML Diagram
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4.2.1.1

Data Fetching and Parsing Stages

Stage 1: Parareal Profile Data Fetcher
The data fetching step for parareal profile datasets on a local disk is straightforward. Each profile dataset for one parareal simulation window is persisted in one
text file, e.g., “parareal

profiling

win-1.txt”. One thing to note is that these

text files are random access files allowing safe concurrent read/write operations
by multiple threads. Here in the Java platform, we use the built-in RandomAccessFile interface to implement the data fetching method and the code snippet is
as figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Parareal Profile Data Fetcher Code Snippet
Following the Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) paradigm, we encapsulate
the data fetcher into a reusable Java class consisting of private properties/operations and public interface methods. The UML diagram is as figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Parareal Profile Data Fetcher Class UML Diagram
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Stage 2: Parareal Profile Data Parser
After the fetching stage, the profile data per window is loaded into memory as
a stream of strings which has a range of 60 chars each line. During the parsing
stage, the major tasks are firstly tagging the meaning of each data variable and
then specifying the operations of each data variable based on its primitive data
type. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the parsing process of the profile data (partial data:
for iteration 1 only) based on the tagging and type specification tasks.

Figure 4.9: Parsing Original Parareal Profiling Data
The profile data consists of seven data variables of various primitive data types,
referred as level 1 visualization data types in chapter 2. Every line holds the
profile information (i.e., percentage, start time, duration) and indication information (i.e., propType, propIndex) of one propagator from a spe67

cific simulation time interval (i.e., ts) within an iteration (i.e., it). Figure 4.10
shows a code snippet of the parsing method for the column of percentage data
of the coarse propagator. The key point here is the line index “pos c”, which is
calculated based on parareal solution setting data, i.e., the total number of time
intervals per iteration (nts) and the total number of parareal iterations (nit).
The other six data columns can be parsed into ObservableList similarly.

Figure 4.10: Parareal Profile Data Parser Code Snippet
Finally, following the OOP paradigm, the data parser is encapsulated as a Java
Class named PararealProfile DataParser shown in figure 4.11. For simplicity
only coarse propagator parsing methods are given in the diagram.

Figure 4.11: Parareal Profile Data Parser UML Diagram
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4.2.1.2

Data Filtering and Mining Stages

Stage 3.1: Parareal Workflow Data Filter
As the EXNParareal module allows presenting the parareal solution workflows of
data dependency and task execution patterns, the above parsed parareal profile
data model is further decomposed and restructured as two individual data models
each of which consists of a coarse propagator data model and a fine propagator
data model. These two data models are structured as level 2 visualization data
type, in this case the {XData; Y Data; ExtraData} 2D plotting model.
The parareal task execution workflow data model is represented as eqn.4.1
below,



CoarseExeDataM odel → {ts; Start time; (propIndex, duration)}

(4.1)



F ineExeDataM odel → {ts; Start time; (propIndex, duration)}
where ts is the XData variable of the “Category” data type, Start time is the
Y Data of the “Number” data type, and the duration and the propIndex are
the ExtraData variables of the “Number” data type. Similarly, the parareal
data dependency workflow data model is represented as eqn.4.2 below, the
data types are specified based on the task execution workflow model.



CoarseDepDataM odel → {ts; Start time; (propIndex, %)}


F ineDepDataM odel → {ts; Start time; (propIndex, %)}
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(4.2)

Thus, target columns of data must be filtered from the parsed data consisting
of seven columns of data. This can be easily done by using the getDataList
methods from the parser class. Figure 4.12 shows the filtered columns of data for
constructing the parareal solution workflow data model formulated above.

Figure 4.12: Data Filtering For Target Parareal Solution Workflow Data
Finally, for the implementation, two abstract data type called TaskExeDataItem
and DepDataItem are designed to support the higher-level parareal workflow filter
class as shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Parareal Solution Workflow Data Model UML Diagram
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Stage 3.2: Propagator Schedule Data Filter
The EXNParareal module also provides a dynamic timeline that monitors propagator scheduling/overlapping processes. Thus, the propagator scheduling data
model is designed and represented as eqn.4.3 below,

P ropScheduleDataM odel → {Start time, propIndex, duration}

(4.3)

where Start time is the XData variable of the “Number” data type, propIndex
and is the Y Data of the “Category” data type, and the duration are the ExtraData
variables of the “Number” data type. Then, the target data columns filtering process is shown in figure 4.14 and the class diagram is shown in figure 4.15.

Figure 4.14: Data Filtering For Target Propagator Schedule Data

Figure 4.15: Propagator Schedule Timeline Data Model UML Diagram
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Stage 3.3: Performance Statistics Data Filter
The third functionality of EXNParareal dashboard is to visualize the performance
of the parareal solution, namely the speedup and efficiency. Consistently, we still
design a data filter here and a separate data miner discussed later. For each
parareal simulation window, the sequential solver time is estimated as the total of
all the fine propagator runtimes across nit time intervals within the first iteration
shown in eqn. 4.4 below,

SequentialRunT ime per win =

It 1−ts
X nit

duration F ine

(4.4)

It 1−ts 1

where the duration F ine is of the data type “Number” and the windowindex is
of the data type “Category”. The target data columns filtering process is shown
in figure 4.16. Finally, the class UML diagram is show in figure 4.17.

Figure 4.16: Data Filtering For Target Performance Statistics Data

Figure 4.17: Parareal Performance Statistics Pre-Data Model UML Diagram
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Stage 4: Performance Statistics Data Miner
In the data mining process, the performance of a finished multi-window CFD
simulation solved with parareal is estimated by the speedup model as eqn 4.5,

EstimatedSpeedup =

SequentialRuntime per win
W inT otalSolverT ime per win

(4.5)

where the SequentialRuntime per win and the W inT otalSolverT ime per win
are from the Performance Statistics Data Filter stage. In order to visualize the
performance of multiple parareal simulation windows, the performance statistics
data model is designed as eqn. 4.6,

P erf ormanceDataM odel → {windowIndex; speedup}

(4.6)

where windowIndex is the XData of type “Category” and speedup is the YData
of type “Number”.
Finally, for the implementation, one abstract data type called SpeedupDataItem is
designed to support the higher-level PerformanceStatistics DataMiner class
as shown in figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: Parareal Performance Data Model UML Diagram
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4.2.2

EXNParareal UI Components

4.2.2.1

Parareal Solution Workflow UI Component

The parareal solution workflow monitor is designed as a self-contained UI component consisting of a UI controller and several UI views. Together with the target
data model, the workflow monitor is also implemented as the MVC architecture
shown in figure 4.19. Generally, the UI component views include one static main
view and a dynamically reloading view, which is constructed by two stacking view
layers for visualizing the task execution workflow and the data dependency workflow respectively. The controller as the decoupling mediator is then responsible
for data retrieving and view initialization and updating.

Figure 4.19: Parareal Solution Workflow UI Component MVC Architecture
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1. Visualization View Design
Each data item of the parareal task execution workflow data model can be encoded
as a 2D block visual element which is structured with an XPosition property, a
YPosition property as well as a non-positional property. This visual encoding
strategy is demonstrated in figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: Parareal Task Execution Workflow View Visual Encodings
The XPostion property and the YPostion property can be composed together into
a 2D X-Y Plotting Plane meanwhile the extra non-positional property displays
the rich extra information of the data item. Based on the influential bubble
chart re-composition in the GapMinder visualization tool [61] and the Gantt chart
essentials, we propose a customizable GanttChart view template which visualizes
the {XData; Y Data; ExtraData} data model with the visual encoding strategy
in figure 4.20.

A simple mockup view for the parareal task execution workflow designed in the
Excel environment is shown as figure 4.21. In this mockup view, we assume all the
durations are the same and thus the duration attributes are encoded with equal
height. Nevertheless, the Start time and duration attributes are all marked with
numbers in the mockup view for later use in the visualization view design. Also,
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the coarse propagation task execution data items are encoded as grey rectangles
that are stacked onto the fine propagation ones. We can clearly see that only one
process is assigned to execute the coarse task and eight different processes are
assigned to execute the fine tasks concurrently for this simulation.

Figure 4.21: Mockup View For the Parareal Task Execution Workflow
In addition to presenting the parareal workflows, the click-through user interaction is set up to allow dynamic accesses from propagator UI components of the
workflow monitor into the corresponding CFD solution analysis data monitor,
i.e., the EXNMonitor discussed later, without affecting the current monitoring
process. The data dependency workflow visualization model, designed based on
the dependency workflow pattern shown in Figure.3.3, shares the same visual encodings for all the other data variables except for using the ProgressIndicator UI
component to represent the propagator percentage data variable. Stacking the
data dependency workflow view on top of the task execution workflow view with
parareal profiling data, the EXNParareal solution workflow monitor is designed
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with dynamic windows of layered 2D visualization views as shown in figure 4.22.

(a) EXNParareal Workflow Window 1

(b) EXNParareal Workflow Window 2

Figure 4.22: EXNParareal Multi-window Workflow: within each stacking block,
the top ProgressIndicator indicates the coarse propagator data and the bottom
one indicates the fine propagator data.
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2. User Interaction Integration
To allow effective data exploration, two convenient user interaction controls are
implemented in the parareal solution workflow monitor. One of them is the
zoomable and pannable VFX window control for handling various parareal solution workflow windows. A screenshot of the EXNParareal solution workflow
monitor is shown as figure 4.23, monitoring the dynamics of two parareal windows running from simulation time slice (interval) ts1 to ts16 . The other user
interaction control is the click-through event for each propagator (visualized as a
progress indicator) which navigates the data exploration from the workflow monitor to the CFD solution analysis monitor, i.e., the EXNMonitor discussed later.

Figure 4.23: EXNParareal Solution Workflow Monitor
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Besides the essential parareal workflows presented above, three performance metrics of the parareal based space-time CFD simulation solution can be quickly
identified from the EXNParareal solution workflow monitor:
• 1) overlap between sequential coarse propagator and parallel fine propagators across iterations. Possible improvements: better task scheduling algorithms considering more overlaps and faster coarse propagator choice;
• 2) spatial decomposition load imbalance in time slices. Possible improvements: better space-time discretization tradeoff strategies;
• 3) overheads from data communication.
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4.2.2.2

Propagator Schedule Timeline UI Component

The propagator schedule timeline is designed to visualize the scheduling/overlapping dynamics of concurrent propagation tasks executed in parareal iterations
in addition to the parareal workflow view. Figure 4.24 demonstrates the MVC
architecture of the Propagator Schedule Timeline. The timeline view is implemented based on a horizontal GanttChart template. The view controller is
responsible for retrieving data from the PropagatorSchedule DataFilter model
and update the timeline view by synchronizing view states with the data.

Figure 4.24: Propagator Schedule Timeline UI Component MVC Architecture
Visualization View Design and Integration
Figure 4.25 shows the visual encodings for mapping the propagator scheduling
data item fields into horizontal ganttchart visual element (i.e., the horizontal
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block) properties. The XField Start time and the YField propIndex are mapped
into “Block XPosition” and “Block YPosition” properties respectively. The ExtraField propIndex and ExtraField duration are mapped into “Block Color” and
“Block Length” properties.

Figure 4.25: Propagator Scheduling Timeline View Visual Encodings
Then the propagator schedule timeline mockup view based on the visual encodings is design as figure 4.26. In the middle of the mockup view, each colored

Figure 4.26: Propagator Schedule Timeline: Mockup View
block represents a PropScheDataItem recording the timing information for a specific propagator running within a simulation time interval of a parareal iteration.
Within each block, the top number indicates the Start time XField and the bottom number indicates the duration ExtraField. Both of the two data fields are
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quantitative while simplified as categorical measurements in the mockup view.
Based on the mockup view, the propagator schedule timeline visualization view,
shown in figure 4.27, is designed and implemented by customizing a horizontal
GanttChart UI view component. In the timeline view, the x axis displays the
actual quantitative timing information including the start time and the duration
time of each propagator. The y axis displays the propagator category information formatted as “Prop C/F propIndex”. Thus, the scheduling information of
propagators are straightforwardly presented and the overlapping information of
propagators within any time span along the x axis can be identified.

Figure 4.27: EXNParareal Propagator Schedule Timeline: combined window and
separate window
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4.2.2.3

Parareal Performance Statistics UI Component

The parareal performance statistics panel is designed as an analytical component
for presenting performance metrics, e.g., the parallel speedup, through appropriate
visualization techniques, e.g., the standard statistics charts. In this case, the
performance statistics panel is implemented with a BarChart for the comparison
between the theoretical speedup calculated with eqn. 3.13 and the experimental
speedup estimations of parareal windows. The speedup estimations are calculated
with the PerformanceStatistics DataMiner model. Figure 4.28 demonstrates
the MVC architecture of the Parareal Performance Statistics Panel. The
view controller is responsible for retrieving data from the target data model and
then updates the view by synchronizing view states with the data.

Figure 4.28: Parareal Performance Statistics UI Component MVC Architecture
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Visualization View Design and Integration
Figure 4.29 shows the visual encodings for mapping the speedup data item fields
into performance barchart visual element properties. The winIndex and speedup
fields are encoded as “Bar XCategory” and “Bar YHeight” properties respectively.

Figure 4.29: Parareal Performance View Visual Encodings
Finally, figure 4.30 demonstrates the parareal performance statistics BarChart
view. In this parareal test case, two parareal windows are launched when the
simulation is finished satisfying the predefined CFD evaluation criteria.

Figure 4.30: EXNParareal Performance Statistics Panel
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4.3

EXNMonitor TrackBoard Module

The EXNMonitor trackboard module is designed for visualizing the CFD simulation solution analysis data that are time series data persisted in SQLite database
files by the EXN/Aero program. Generally, each database file includes a convergence table for charactering the statistical convergence information of the parareal
CFD solver and multiple flow field monitoring point tables for the simulation result validation. Each table uses the simulation time and/or simulation time step
data variable(s) as XData and the other data variables as YData. Thus, we implement the EXNMonitor visualization view using the classic time series XYChart
along with a rich set of user interactions. Since there is only one functional UI
component view, based on the KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid) software design
principle we implement EXNMonitor with the simple MVC architecture as shown
in figure 4.31.

Figure 4.31: EXNMonitor Trackboard Module: Model-View-Controller Architecture
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4.3.1

EXNMonitor Data Model

The target data sources for EXNMonitor are self-contained SQLite database files
so that no dedicated heavy database engines are needed. The four data processing stages are done with standard database technologies, i.e., SQL and JDBC
technologies. Figure 4.32 shows a snapshot of one example SQLite database file
named “grandpassage flood m1p1-it 1-ts 1.sqldb” which is the solution analysis
data for simulation time slab 1 of iteration 1 of the grandpassage flood problem.
From the left sidebar, we can find a convergence table and several flow field tables
, for example the “ShearProbe C1” table.

Figure 4.32: EXNMonitor Target Data Model: CFD Solution Analysis Data Persisted With A SQLite Database File
Then, each table is an EXNMonitor data model instance that can be visualized
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within a single chart view. Figure 4.33 demonstrates a ERDiagram for a subset
of tables from the grandpassage database file and we can find that there are actually no relationships between these table entities. A complete parareal CFD
solution analysis dataset usually involves a set of SQLite database files with a

Figure 4.33: SQLite Database ERDiagram for the Entity-Relationship Model
suffix of “it itIndex-ts tsIndex”. Each of these files stores the result data of one
allocated parareal solver/propagator within one time interval of one parareal iteration. These parareal solution SQLite database files are modelled as independent
database instances and are managed by the Database Manager UI component implemented in EXNMonitor. This independent organization allows possible higher
level data modelling for further analytical tasks to be applied in EXNMonitor,
such as the merging of multiple database files within the same iteration.
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4.3.2

EXNMonitor UI Component

1. Visualization View Design
As described above, the EXNMonitor target data model is of the standard time
series visualization data type and all the data variables are quantitative. Thus,
we apply the standard XYChart, namely the XY scatter plot chart, as the visualization view with customizations in styles and interactions. Figure 5.8a to 5.8d
are snapshots of visualization chart views for the SQLite database tables shown
in figure 4.34 respectively. The XAxis data variable can be either simulation time

(a) Table Convergence

(b) Table Berth A Beam 000deg 20ang C1

(c) Table ShearProbe C1

(d) Table Berth A Center C1

Figure 4.34: Visualization View Design Using Multi-series Time Series Chart
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or simulation time step for convergence table while only simulation time for other
flow field tables. The YAxis data variables can be any YData variables and the
scale is automatically adjusted. The MeanR k and MeanR o are chosen YData
variables for chart 5.8a, and the Velocity X and Velocity Y and Velocity Z are
chosen YData variables for chart 5.8b to 5.8d.

2. User Interaction Integration
User interactions are efficient tools that facilitate the process of visual data exploration. The EXNMonitor user interactions/controls, as shown in figure 4.35,
are designed with respect to Data and View Specification and View Manipulation
functionalities described in the interaction taxonomy table in figure 2.7.

Figure 4.35: EXNMonitor Trackboard User Interactions
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The Database Manager is the entry control component for the other five. Tables
in SQLite databases can be visualized only after they are added and connected in
the Database Manager. Then, Basic Chart Settings panel provides the customization for editing chart meta information such as title names and data variable
names. The x-y Field panel is a data filtering interaction and the axis bounds
can be set in the Axis Bound Settting panel. The top control bar includes core
chart interactions which are Export, Zoom, Move, Highlight Symbol Toggle. Finally, the Monitor setting panel sets the refresh rate for the EXNMonitor in
the live mode that monitors the SQLite database data on the fly. Finally, the
integrated EXNMonitor is presented in figure 4.36.

Figure 4.36: EXNMonitor Trackboard Integration View
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Chapter 5
Case Studies
In this chapter, three real world CFD simulation test cases solved with the parareal
approach introduced in Section 3.3 are employed for testing the effectiveness and
robustness of the EXN/Vizer visualization platform. The first simulation case
is a turbulent vortex shedding from a cylinder for the performance validation
of parareal convergence. The other two cases are an ebb tidal flow and a flood
tidal flow from the Grand Passage zone region for the performance validation of
parareal speedup. All of the three test cases are based on real world parareal CFD
simulations presented by A.Eghbal in [15].
In the following sections, we test each case with EXN/Vizer by first presenting the
visualization target problem. Then, we present the visualization results in terms of
the workflow, convergence and speedup of the target parareal framework. Finally,
we demonstrate the analysis for the visualization results of EXN/Vizer.
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5.1
5.1.1

Case 1: Vortex Shedding at Re=50K (2w10p)
Visualization Target Problem

The first test case is a turbulent vortex shedding flow problem from a cylinder
with a 50,000 Reynold0 s number [15]. The parameters for general simulation and
parareal initialization are presented in Table 5.1.
Parareal Parameter

Value

Simulation Parameter

Value

NIT

7

Coarse Mesh Size

1.0 million

NTS

10

Fine Mesh Size

8.0 million

NPROP C

1

Window Size

2.4 seconds

NPROP F

10

Simulation Time Span

[5, 10] second

MAXWIN

2

Time Interval

0.25 second

XTIME

5.00

Coarse Time Step

0.025 second

XSPACE

8.00

Fine Time Step

0.005 second

Table 5.1: Parameters for Generation Simulation and Parareal Initialization
In this case, two different sized meshes are used. With the spatial decomposition
coefficient XSP ACE = 8.0, a 1 million element coarse mesh is assigned to the
coarse parareal propagator and a 8 million element fine mesh is assigned to the
fine propagators. With the temporal decomposition coefficient XT IM E = 5.0,
the time steps of the coarse and fine propagators are ∆t = 0.025s and δt =
0.005s respectively. In this simulation, total 10 parallel fine propagators and
1 sequential coarse propagators are employed for each parareal window. The
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simulation proceeds from t = 5.0s to t = 10s and this time span is split into 2
windows of the equal size 2.5s. Figure 5.1 shows the velocity field magnitude of
this vortex shedding from a cylinder and two field value monitoring points denoted
as “MP 1,2”. This simulation case is performed for demonstrating the effect of
windowing and blending on the parareal convergence performance metric.

(a) “XY plane view”

(b) “XZ plane view”

Figure 5.1: Velocity field magnitude at the end of parareal solution for a vortex
shedding from a cylinder at Re = 50K [15].
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5.1.2

Visualization Target Dataset

The target visualization domain data consist of two types of datasets which characterizes the workflow and performance metrics of the parareal solution, as discussed
in Section 3.3.2.
One type of dataset is the “parareal profiling result dataset” that persists the
parareal initialization parameters and propagator timing information in the text
format.

The parareal profiling dataset can be applied to visualize both the

parareal workflow and speedup performance using the EXNParareal tool. With
the parareal workflow view, three speedup related factors can be quickly observed
which are the temporal propagator overlap, the spatial load balance and the data
communication overheads as discussed in Section 4.2.2.
The other type of dataset is the “CFD solution analysis result dataset” that stores
the convergence information and the physical field values of monitoring points for
each propagator executing in each simulation time interval. This type of dataset
applies the SQLite self-contained database as the persistence solution. For instance, the file “cylinder8M-it 1-ts 1.sqldb” represents the CFD solution analysis
result dataset of a propagator executing in simulation time interval 1 of parareal
iteration 1 in the 8 million cylinder simulation case. These time interval based
original CFD solution analysis datasets can be further processed into iterationwise datasets using the EXNDBMerge tool. The reason is that a whole time span
simulation solution is achieved by connecting the sub-solutions of time intervals
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within the same iteration. Then, these iteration-wise SQLite database files can be
visualized using the EXNMonitor tool. With the monitoring chart view, it is convenient to visualize the the convergence information and the physical field values,
e.g., pressure, velocity, turbulent viscosity, etc, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

1. Parareal profiling dataset
Figure 5.2 shows the parareal profiling dataset of the vortex shedding simulation
problem.

(a) “parareal profiling win-1.txt”

(b) “parareal profiling win-2.txt”

Figure 5.2: Parareal Profiling Dataset for the Vortex Shedding Simulation Problem
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It can be seen that 2 parareal windows are employed in this simulation and each
window is associated with one profiling dataset. The first two lines of a profiling
dataset are the metadata which store the parareal initialization parameters as presented in Table 5.1. The third line stores two of the CFD simulation parameters,
see [15]. These two simulation blending factors are not subjected to EXN/Vizer
visualization tasks. In this case, for instance in the profiling dataset of parareal
window 1, it can be seen total 7 parareal iterations are launched per window.
Also it can be seen that a coarse and a fine propagator are launched simultaneously
at the beginning of each time interval. For instance, in time interval 1 of iteration
1, we can find from the “Start time” variable that coarse propagator 0 and fine
propagator 1 are launched at the same time. These two propagation tasks are
independent from each other with their own runtime and progress within this time
interval and the runtime is stored in “duration” and “%” variables respectively.
Then in the subsequent time interval, fine propagator 2 can only be launched
upon the completion of fast coarse propagator 0, instead of time expensive fine
propagator 1. In other words, the 10 fine propagators are executed in parallel
along the time coordinate. This pattern can be identified clearly with the parareal
solution workflow visualization using EXNParareal as discussed in Section 4.2.2.1.
In order to initialize the second parareal window, an extra iteration, in this case
iteration 8, is launched with only the coarse propagator running sequentially. In
addition, the total solver time for each parareal window can be identified from the
last line of the profiling data. In this simulation, the total solver time of window
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1 and window 2 are 13474.11 and 14757.61 seconds respectively.

2. CFD solution analysis dataset
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the tabular data of monitoring point 2, i.e., “Monitor Point A C2”, of the merged CFD solution analysis result SQLite database
files from the fine propagators for the first five parareal iterations. For consistency, we refer these results as fine CFD analysis result data.
In this vortex shedding simulation, these fine result data are from the fine propagators running with the 8 million sized mesh. These merged CFD analysis data
can be visualized to observe the convergence of the parareal solution by comparing the field value trends per iteration. In this case, four field variables displayed
along Y axis are employed which are “Pressure0”, “Velocity X0”, “Velocity Y0”
and “Turbulent Viscosity”. And the variables along X axis are generally “Simulation time” and “Simulation time step”.
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(a) “Monitor Point A C2 it1”

(b) “Monitor Point A C2 it2”

(c) “Monitor Point A C2 it3”

(d) “Monitor Point A C2 it4”

(e) “Monitor Point A C2 it5”

Figure 5.3: CFD Solution Analysis Result SQLite database files for the fine 8
Million Mesh Sized Vortex Shedding Simulation
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5.1.3

Visualization Results and Analysis

1. Parareal Solution Workflow Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.4 shows the visualization of the parareal solution workflow with two
parareal windows applied in the vortex shedding simulation. In this workflow
view, each colored block represents the runtime of one propagator executing within
one time interval. Different colors represent different propagators. The dark grey
color always represents the coarse propagator. The other brighter colors represent
the fine propagators. The grey blocks here are very thin but can be identified in
the last fine block with a grey bar across it. The workflow presents the parareal
solution iterations as horizontal rows of these timing blocks within each window.
For instance, iteration 1 is visualized as the first row including 10 timing blocks
and iteration 2 as the second row including 9 timing blocks.

Figure 5.4: Visualizing Multi-window Parareal Solution Workflow: all-in-one
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Along the top x axis is the time interval index, in this case, the index starts from
1 to 20 as a whole simulation time span which is split into two parareal windows.
Each parareal window consists of 10 equal sized time intervals as presented in
Table 5.1. Along the left y axis is the actual runtime for the parareal propagators
during the whole simulation time span. The total solver time per window is
calculated from the difference of the ending time of the last finished propagator
and the start time of the coarse propagator executing in the first time interval of
the first iteration of the window. In this case, for example, the total solver time of
window 1 is calculated as the difference between the ending time of fine propagator
10 in time interval 10 of iteration 7 and the start time of the coarse propagator
0 in time interval 1 of iteration 1, i.e., total solver time = 13474.11seconds as
shown in Figure 5.2a.
In addition, the three important performance associated metrics as introduced
in Section 4.2.2.1, can be identified visually from the workflow view. The first
one referred as the temporal propagator overlap efficiency can be observed by
comparing the 10 timing blocks of the 10 fine propagators executing in parallel
within the same iteration. We can see the slight sliding trend towards bottomright direction in both windows. In the ideal condition that parareal solution is
executed with 100% parallelism, the sliding trend would be 0. In other words, the
temporal propagator overlap efficiency would be 1. The second metric referred to
as the spatial load balance can be observed from the workflow view by comparing
the vertical heights of all the timing blocks of fine propagators. In this case,
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it can be seen that these timing blocks are almost with the same height while
some timing blocks have larger heights. This indicates that the spatial load is
properly balanced or the timing blocks will end up with very different heights. The
third metric referred as the data communication overheads can also be observed
from the workflow view by comparing the difference of start times of every two
neighbouring time blocks of the coarse propagator. The later propagator group
including a coarse and a fine propagators, always needs to use the data from
coarse propagation in the former time interval. In this case, we can see the data
communication latency are greatly hidden and negligible due to the distributed
task scheduling algorithm discussed in Section 3.3.

2. Propagator Scheduling/Overlap Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.5 shows the propagator scheduling/overlap gantt chart visualization.

Figure 5.5: Visualizing Propagator Schedule Timeline: all-in-one
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In this propagator gantt chart view, the color representation mechanism is the
same as the workflow view in Figure 5.5. In addition to the workflow view, the
propagator gantt chart view focuses on the scheduling of the propagators and is
designed with the x axis on the top displaying the actual runtime and y axis on the
left displaying the propagator categories. All parareal windows can be visualized
either in an individual view or a compact all-in-one view. In this case, there can
be seen 2 windows with 7 columns of iterations per window in the all-in-one view.
Vertically, it can also be observed that up to 10 fine propagators are executing in
parallel and overlapping with each other within a time interval.

3. CFD Solution Analysis Result Visualization Using EXNMonitor
Figure 5.6 shows the visualization views for the four featured field variables of
the monitoring point “MP-2” during the parareal solution for the vortex shedding
from a cylinder, based on the dataset shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.6(a) to 5.6(d)
visualize field variables Turbulent Viscosity, Velocity X , Velocity X and Pressure
of five iterations within each parareal window. Along the x axis, it can be seen
from the visualization views that the field variables start coincidently and diverge
forward as the simulation is running. Along the y axis, it can be observed that
these field variables converge again while reaching the last several iterations, in
this case, iteration 4 and 5. This comparison of visualization views give users fast
and intuitive insights into the parareal solution convergence status. In this case,
the parareal solution is converged. Also, this visualization shows the parareal
convergence process during the time span [5, 10] seconds across five iterations.
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(a) Turbulent Viscosity: five iterations

(b) Pressure: five iterations

(c) Velocity X: five iterations

(d) Velocity Y: five iterations

Figure 5.6: Visualizing Vortext Shedding: five iterations
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5.2
5.2.1

Case 2: Ebb Tidal Flow Problem (5w10p)
Visualization Target Problem

Simulation Initialization Parameters
The second test case is a tidal flow problem under ebb conditions in the Grand
Passage region near the mouth of the bay of Fundy [15]. The parameters for
general simulation and parareal initialization are presented in Table 5.2. In this
Parareal Parameter

Value

Simulation Parameter

Value

NIT

5

Coarse Mesh Size

3.0 million

NTS

10

Fine Mesh Size

3.0 million

NPROP C

1

Window Size

200 seconds

NPROP F

10

Simulation Time Span

[2000, 3000] second

MAXWIN

5

Time Interval

20 second

XTIME

10.0

Coarse Time Step

2.0 second

XSPACE

1.0

Fine Time Step

0.2 second

Table 5.2: Target Parareal Solution and Simulation Parameters
case, with the spatial decomposition coefficient XSP ACE = 1.0, the coarse and
fine mesh are the same size 3 million elements. With the temporal decomposition
coefficient XT IM E = 10.0, the time step of the coarse propagator is ∆t = 2.0s
and the time step of the fine propagator is δt = 0.2s. In this simulation, total
10 parallel fine propagators and 1 sequential coarse propagators are employed for
each parareal window. The simulation starts with from t = 2000s to t = 3000s
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and this time span is split into 5 windows with the equal size 200. Figure 5.7 shows
the velocity field magnitude in this region under flood conditions and a potential
tidal turbine site denoted as “Berth-A”. This simulation case is performed to
test the speedup performance of the parareal approach applied in real world CFD
problems as an effective acceleration solution. In the following content, in addition
to the parareal solution workflow and propagator scheduling gantt chart views,
the parareal speedup is also visualized using the statistical Bar Chart visualization
component.

Figure 5.7: Tidal flow problem under ebb conditions in the Grand Passage regions
(NS, Canada) [15]
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5.2.2

Visualization Target Dataset

1. Parareal profiling dataset
Figure 5.8 shows the parareal profiling dataset of the ebb tidal flow problem simulation problem.

(a) “profiling win-1.txt”

(b) “profiling win-2.txt”

(d) “profiling win-4.txt”

(c) “profiling win-3.txt”

(e) “profiling win-5.txt”

Figure 5.8: Parareal Profiling Dataset for the Ebb Tidal Flow Simulation Problem
It can be seen that 5 parareal windows are employed in this simulation and each
window is associated with one profiling dataset. In this case, there are total 5
parareal iterations launched per window. Also it can be seen that 1 coarse propagator executing sequentially and 10 fine propagators executing in parallel along
the time coordinate. In this simulation, the extra iteration to initialize the subse106

quent parareal window is iteration 6 launched with only the coarse propagator 0
running sequentially. In addition, total solver time of window 1 to 5 are 9386.03,
9160.18, 9257.68, 8800.66, and 8895.75 seconds respectively.

2. CFD solution analysis dataset
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the tabular data of monitoring point 2, i.e., “Monitor Point A C2”, of the merged CFD solution analysis result SQLite database
files from the fine propagators for the first five parareal iterations. For consistency, we refer these results as fine CFD analysis result data.
In this ebb tidal flow simulation, these fine result data are from the fine propagators running with the 3 million sized mesh. These merged CFD analysis data can
be visualized to observe the convergence of the parareal solution by comparing
the field value trends per iteration. In this case, four field variables displayed
along Y axis are employed which are “Velocity X0”, “Velocity Y0” and “Turbulent Viscosity”, “Turbulent Kinetic Energy”. And the variables along X axis are
generally “Simulation time” and “Simulation time step”.
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(a) “Monitor Point A C2 it1”

(b) “Monitor Point A C2 it2”

(c) “Monitor Point A C2 it3”

(d) “Monitor Point A C2 it4”

(e) “Monitor Point A C2 it5”

Figure 5.9: CFD Solution Analysis Result Dataset: gp ebb.sqldb
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5.2.3

Visualization Results and Analysis

1. Parareal Solution Workflow Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.10 shows the visualization of the parareal solution workflow with total
five parareal windows applied in the ebb tidal flow simulation.

Figure 5.10: Visualizing the Parareal Solution Workflow:Flood Tidal Flow
From the time interval categorical x-axis, it can be seen that the time interval
starts from 1 to 50 as a whole simulation time span which is split into 5 parareal
windows. Each parareal window consists of 10 equal sized time intervals as presented in Table 5.2. From the propagator runtime numerical y-axis, there can
be seen the 5 parareal windows are finished with almost same amount of total
solver time around 9,000 seconds. The accurate total solver times for individual
windows can be seen from Figure 5.8.
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In this simulation, the temporal propagator overlap efficiency can be observed to
be high with a very slight sliding trend towards bottom-right direction in all of
the five parareal windows. Also, the spatial load balance can be observed properly
balanced from the workflow view that these timing blocks have almost the same
height. Finally, the data communication overheads can also be observed negligible
with minor difference between start times of any two neighbouring fine timing
blocks.

2. Propagator Scheduling/Overlap Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.11 shows the propagator scheduling/overlap gantt chart visualization for
the ebb tidal flow simulation.

Figure 5.11: Visualizing the Propagator Schedule Timeline: Ebb Tidal Flow

From the all-in-one propagator gantt chart view, 5 windows can be seen with
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5 columns of iterations per window. From the categorical y-axis, 1 sequential
coarse propagator can be seen and 10 parallel fine propagators are employed in
this simulation. Also, it can also be observed that these fine propagators highly
overlap with each other within a time interval of each iteration of each parareal
window.

3. Parareal Performance Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.12 shows the statistical BarChart visualization for the speedup performance of parareal solution.

Figure 5.12: Visualizing Parareal Speedup Performance: Theoretical Speedup vs.
Experimental Speedups of the five parareal windows
It can seen from the performance statistical view that the first category is the
theoretical speedup calculated based on Equation 3.13. The subsequent five categories are the experimental speedups of individual parareal windows calculated
based on Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5. It can be identified that the speedups
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of the five parareal windows are very close to the theoretical speedup which is
around 1.905 in this simulation. This indicates that this simulation applied with
the parareal solution is highly efficient and successful.

4. CFD Solution Analysis Result Visualization Using EXNMonitor
Figure 5.13 shows the visualization views for the four featured field variables
of the monitoring point “MP-2” located at the Berth A Center C1 turbine site,
based on the dataset shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.13(a) to 5.13(c) visualize field
variables Turbulent Viscosity, Velocity X and Velocity X of five iterations within
each parareal simulation window.
Similarly, from the horizontal perspective, it can be seen from the visualization
views that the field variables start coincidently and diverge forward as the simulation is running. From the horizontal perspective, it can be observed that these
field variables reach convergence again in the last several iterations, in this case,
iteration 4 and 5. By comparing the differences of field variable values across the
five iterations, we can find that the differences are becoming smaller for higher
iterations. Thus in this simulation case, the parareal solution is converged. This
visualization views demonstrates the parareal convergence process during simulation time span that starts from 2,000 seconds and ends in 3000 seconds across
five iterations.
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(a) Turbulent Viscosity: five iterations

(b) Velocity X: five iterations

(c) Velocity Y: five iterations

Figure 5.13: Visualizing Ebb Tidal Flow: five iterations
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5.3
5.3.1

Case 3: Flood Tidal Flow Problem (1w20p)
Visualization Target Problem

The third test case is a tidal flow problem under flood conditions in the Grand
Passage region near the mouth of the bay of Fundy as test case 2. The parameters
for general simulation and parareal initialization are presented in Table 5.3. In
Parareal Parameter

Value

Simulation Parameter

Value

NIT

3

Coarse Mesh Size

3.0 million

NTS

20

Fine Mesh Size

24.0 million

NPROP C

1

Window Size

300 seconds

NPROP F

20

Simulation Time Span

[1800, 2100] second

MAXWIN

1

Time Interval

15 second

XTIME

4.00

Coarse Time Step

1.0 second

XSPACE

8.00

Fine Time Step

0.25 second

Table 5.3: Target Parareal Solution and Simulation Parameters
this case, two different sized meshes are used. With the spatial decomposition
coefficient XSP ACE = 8.0, a 3 million element coarse mesh is assigned to the
coarse parareal propagator and a 24 million element fine mesh is assigned to the
fine propagators. With the temporal decomposition coefficient XT IM E = 4.0,
the time step of the coarse propagator is ∆t = 1.0s and the time step of the
fine propagator is δt = 0.2s. In this simulation, total 20 parallel fine propagators
and 1 sequential coarse propagators are employed for a parareal window. The
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simulation starts with from t = 1800 to t = 2100s and only one window of the
time span size 300s is used. Figure 5.12 shows the velocity field magnitude in this
region under flood conditions and a potential tidal turbine site denoted as “BerthA”. In contrast to test case 2, this flood tidal flow simulation case is a trial study
for further parareal performance tuning, and is performed with a larger mesh size
and twice as many fine propagators. Although this case is not converged, we can
still employ it to as a stress test for visualizing large scaled parareal simulation
cases with EXN/Vizer.

Figure 5.14: Tidal flow problem under flood conditions in the Grand Passage
regions (NS, Canada) [15]
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5.3.2

Visualization Target Dataset

1. Parareal profiling dataset
Figure 5.15 shows the parareal profiling dataset of the ebb tidal flow problem
simulation problem.

Figure 5.15: Parareal Profiling Dataset for the Flood Tidal Flow Simulation Problem
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A single parareal window is employed in this simulation and each window is associated with one profiling dataset. In this case, 3 parareal iterations are launched
per window. Also it can be seen that 1 coarse propagator is executing sequentially
and 20 fine propagators are executing in parallel along the time coordinate. In
this simulation, the extra iteration to initialize the subsequent parareal window is
iteration 4, launched with only the coarse propagator 0 running sequentially. This
flood simulation diverges so there is no per window total solver time generated.

2. CFD solution analysis dataset
Figure 5.16 demonstrates the tabular data of monitoring point 2, i.e., “Monitor Point A C2”, of the merged CFD solution analysis result SQLite database
files from the fine propagators for the first five parareal iterations. For consistency, we refer these results as fine CFD analysis result data.
In this flood tidal flow simulation, these fine result data are from the fine propagators running with the 24 million sized mesh. These merged CFD analysis data
can visualized to observe the convergence of the parareal solution by comparing
the field value trends per iteration. In this case, four field variables displayed
along Y axis are employed which are “Velocity X0”, “Velocity Y0” and “Turbulent Viscosity”, “Turbulent Kinetic Energy”. And the variables along X axis are
generally “Simulation time” and “Simulation time step”.
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(a) “Monitor Point A C2 it1”

(b) “Monitor Point A C2 it2”

(c) “Monitor Point A C2 it3”

Figure 5.16: CFD Solution Analysis Result Dataset: gp ebb.sqldb
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5.3.3

Visualization Results and Analysis

1. Parareal Solution Workflow Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.17 shows the visualization of the parareal solution workflow with single
window applied in the flood tidal flow simulation. From the x-axis, it can be seen
that the time interval index starts from 1 to 20 so that this window consists of
20 equal sized time intervals as shown in Table 5.3. From the y-axis, it can be
seen that this simulation is not finished since propagator 20 in time interval 20
of iteration 1 has not started yet, and terminates around 145,700 seconds. The
detailed timing information can be seen in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.17: Visualizing the Parareal Solution Workflow: Flood Tidal Flow
In this simulation, the temporal propagator overlap efficiency can be observed to
be high with a slight sliding trend towards bottom-right direction for the first
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iteration. However, for the subsequent two iterations, the trend slides downward
quickly such that the temporal propagator overlap efficiency drops significantly.
Based on this observation, EXN/Vizer users can be notified that this is not a normal condition and there are likely some issues happened in the current simulation
executing with the parareal solution. Safe operations should be automatically or
manually applied to check and fix these issues. Finally, the data communication
overheads can also be observed affected that they are becoming larger time interval by time interval. In this way, this visualization provides the status diagnosis
functionality for the parareal solution.

2. Propagator Scheduling/Overlap Visualization Using EXNParareal
Figure 5.18 shows the propagator scheduling/overlap gantt chart visualization for
the flood tidal flow simulation.

Figure 5.18: Visualizing the Propagator Schedule Timeline: Flood Tidal Flow
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From the all-in-one propagator gantt chart view, one single window can be seen
with 5 columns of iterations. From the categorical y-axis, it can be seen that
1 sequential coarse propagator and 20 parallel fine propagators are employed in
this simulation. Within the first iteration, it can also be observed that these
fine propagators highly overlap with each other within a time interval. However,
from the subsequent two iterations, we can observe the propagator overlaps start
dropping fast as we find in the workflow view. This also notifies the users with
exceptions happening during the parareal solution such that it can also used as a
diagnosis tool.

3. CFD Solution Analysis Result Visualization Using EXNMonitor
Figure 5.19 shows the visualization views for the four featured field variables
of the monitoring point “MP-2” located at the Berth A Center C1 turbine site,
based on the dataset shown in Figure 5.16. Figure 5.19(a) to 5.19(c) visualize
field variables Turbulent Viscosity, Velocity X and Velocity X of three iterations
within each parareal simulation window. This visualization demonstrates the
parareal convergence process during simulation time span that starts from 1,800
seconds and ends in 2,100 seconds across three iterations. Unlike the first two
converged simulation test cases, this parareal solution diverges. In this case, we
can visually observe from the visualization views that the field variables still start
coincidently while diverging forward as the simulation is running. For example,
in the turbulent viscosity chart as shown in Figure 5.19a, we can see the difference
between iterations are becoming larger as the simulation running forward. This
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is an indicator to the EXN/Vizer user that current parareal solution is likely
diverged and responsive solution control operations might be required to safely
terminate the simulation process.

(a) Turbulent Viscosity: three iterations

(b) Velocity X: three iterations

(c) Velocity Y: three iterations

Figure 5.19: Visualizing Flood Tidal Flow: three iterations
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Chapter 6
Contributions and Future Work

6.1

A Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we made the following contributions:
1) We proposed an engineering oriented visualization design framework based on
the decoupled Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern in section 2.1.
Within the framework, we defined and structured visualization design essentials
into three corresponding aspects which are “dataset types” as model, “visualization techniques” as view and “interaction techniques” as control. For each aspect,
we presented a well established taxonomy mechanism and popular industrial use
cases.
2) We demonstrated the combination of JavaFX client side technology for core
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visualization development and the NetBeans Platform technology as a modular
GUI facility solution, see section 2.2.
3) We illustrated the classic parareal algorithm with a task execution workflow diagram that demonstrates propagator overlapping pattern and timing information
in a 2D plane, see section 3.2.
4) We investigated the target parareal combined space-time parallel CFD solution with respect to the workflow pattern and the performance metrics in section
3.3. To facilitate the exploration of the parareal solution, we decomposed the
parareal solution workflow into three subworkflows: the task execution workflow,
the propagator scheduling workflow and the windowing workflow. We presented
both the theoretical calculation model and the experimental estimation model for
the speedup from parareal as one of the featured performance metrics.
5) We designed and implemented the EXN/Vizer visualization platform based on
the MVC architecture in chapter 4. Two core visualization modules were included:
one is the EXNParareal dashboard for visualizing the dynamic workflow and the
speedup performance of parareal, and the other is the EXNMonitor trackboard
for monitoring the CFD solution analysis datasets.
6) We abstracted the data modelling subroutine through further investigation on
the seven stage “computational information design (CID)” methodology. Based
on this subroutine, we implemented the EXNParareal data model component as
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an iterative pipeline structure; see section 4.2.
7) Finally, we tested the effectiveness and robustness of the EXN/Vizer visualization platform with three simulation problem solved with the target parareal
approach in Chapter 5. We demonstrated the visualization workflow of the two
core visualization modules, i.e., the EXNParareal dashboard and the EXNMonitor trackboard, with a set of visualization views for parareal profiling datasets
and CFD solution analysis datasets. We also explored the viability for using the
EXN/Vizer as a solution diagnosis tool which monitors the exceptions happening
during the parareal solution.
In conclusion, the MVC visualization design framework proposed in this thesis is a
general framework and is independent of development technologies. Together with
the CID methodology, the visualization framework can provide a practical guide
both in the prototyping stage and development stage of visualization software
production workflow. On the other hand, the EXN/Vizer is designed and developed as a maintainable architecture and effectively handles the presentational
and exploratory visualization tasks for the target parareal based space-time CFD
solution analysis domain problem.

6.2

Future Work

One aspect of future work is adding to the analytical metrics of the parareal
solution in the profiling data sets and then abstracting them into the pipelin125

ing visualization data models. This means more solution analysis models, such
as FFT, can be introduced in addition to the speedup model that helps better
characterize the parareal solution.
Another aspect of future work lies in the visualization development toolkits. The
JavaFX shape and chart library that applied in current EXN/Vizer production is
not mature enough. A rich set of advanced visualization constructs are missing
in JavaFX library that developers have to invest a lot time and effort reinventing
the wheel. A better solution is bridging professional visualization development
toolkits using the “WebView” UI component in JavaFX. Because of the rapid
development in journalism and big data industries, these powerful visualization
technologies are generally web technology (Javascript) based. One example can
be the widely used D3.js toolkit that provides far rich visualization constructs.
Also, some libraries provides built-in fancy charting constructs such as nvd3.js
and victory.js toolkits which are based on D3.js.
In general, improvements in future data visualization software design and development can always be achieved through better stress testing against various parareal
solution performance datasets, data modelling workflows and heterogeneous technological architecture.
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